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GOFFSTOWN
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When in doubt
to e$» c$/» f$*
New Hampshire's ^
Greatest 'PVlA
Clothing Store ^ ^ ^
Talbot,
«j» 4* 4> Godfrey
Clothing Co.
THOTJSiilTDS
of dollars worth of Clothing, Hats, and Furnishing Goods selling
at the lowest possible cash prices. We buy direct of manufacturers
in large quantities for spot cash, and so save all discounts. We
own our goods
1 O TO 20 PER CENT.
lower than any Clothing Store in Manchester. We sell for cash
only, and have no bad bills. We can and will give you more for
your money than the small stores.
Our buyers are looking all the time for the new things, and
at any time we will buy big lots of goods for spot cash, provided
the owners are willing to make a sacrifice. The benefits derived
by our great cash purchases we always share with our customers.
Our Boys' and Children's Department occupies two large
rooms, virtually small stores by themselves.
Come and see us. We will use you right.
TALBOT, GODFREY CLOTHING CO.
New Hampshire's Greatest Clothing Store,
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIEE.
To the Inhabitants of the town of Goffstoivn qualified to Vote
in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the town house, in said
town, on the -second Tuesday of March, next, at 9 o'clock in
the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a town clerk for the ensuing year.
2. To choose three selectmen for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a treasurer for the ensuing year.
4. To choose one or more road agents for the ensuing year.
5. To choose one cemetery trustee for the term of three
years.
6. To choose all other necessary town officers for the
ensuing year.
7. To see how much money the town will vote to raise
for the benefit of the Eogers free library.
8. To see how much money the town will vote to raise to
decorate soldiers' graves.
9. To see if the town will vote to purchase a road-machine
and make appropriation for the same.
10. To see how much money the town will vote to raise
for all necessary town charges, for the support of schools,
for building new and repairing highways, sidewalks, and
bridges for the ensuing year.
11. To see what sum of money the town will vote to raise
to secure water at the town hall and cemetery at Grasmere,
agreeable to the petition of Henry Beard and six others.
12. To see if the town will vote to return to the former
way of choosing road agents.
13. To see what action the town will take in regard to
petitioning the court to discontinue the Leach hill road.
3
4
14. To see how much money the town will vote to pay
existing dehts of the town.
15. To see if the town will vote to abate A. M. Carlton's
taxes.
16. To hear reports of agents and auditors, and pass any
vote relating thereto.
17. To transact any other business that may legally come
before said meeting.






SELECTMEN'S REPORT TO FEBRUARY
15, 1898.
A. M. CAMPBELL'S ACCOUNT AS ROAD AGENT.
MAY I SETTLEMENT.
1897.
Mar. 10. One half day appointing sub-agents . $1.00
11. 1 day appointing sub-agents and turn-
ing water out of the roads . . 2 .oo
12. \y2 hours with team, filling hole on
Church street . . ... .60
20. 2 hours cutting ice ... .40
22. 5 hours with team, filling wash-outs 2.00
23. 2^ hours with team, planking Bog-
brook bridge . . . • . I#00
7.00
April 2. 4^ hours filling holes in the road
with team .....
7. One half day in east part of town, look-
ing over roads . . . . I#00
8. S}4 hours repairing roads . .. . j.^q
13. 1 day with team, hauling gravel . . 2.50
13. 1 day, man . .. . . 2QO
14. 1 day with team, repairing culverts . 2.50
14- 1 day, man . .. . . . 2>00
16. One half day looking over roads in
south part of town . . . . I>00
19. One half day looking over roads in
northeast part of town . . . . ' 1.00
5
$1.80
April 21. 4 hours, team
21. 4 hours, man
22. One half day in north part of
looking over roads .
26. 1 day with road-machine
26. 1 day, team
26. 1 day, tool team
27. 7 hours, horses on machine
27. 7 hours, man
27. 1 day, tool team
28. 1 day with road-machine
28. 1 day, horses
28. 1 day, tool team
29. 1 day, tool team
29. 1 day with road-machine
29. 1 day, horses . . .
30. 1 day, horses
3°- 1 day with machine
3°- 1 day, tool team
town
Paid J. H. Stiles, 4 7-10 days with 4 horses on
machine ....
J. H. Stiles, 1 day, man .
J. B. Lucian, 7 2-10 days
A. J. Phelps, 7 days, 1% hours
Wm. Hebert, 6 days
John B. Gould, 4 days, 7 hours
W. B. Hopkins, 2 days
Asa Spaulding, 12 hours
D. W. Hoyt, 1 day, 2 men and team
G. H. and L. H. Hoyt, 1 man and team
Peter Jones, 1 day, 8}4 hours
W. B. Richards, 1% hours .
E. A. Hadley, 14 loads of gravel . f .
E. A. Hadley, men 3 days, 5^3 hours



































Paid A. M. Campbell, 297 ft. chestnut planks, at
$18 per m.
M. V. B. Martin, 8 hours ....






May 1. 1 day with road-machine . . . $2.00
1 1 day, horses on machine . 2.50
1 1 day, tool team •5°
5 1 day, tool team •5°
5 1 day with machine 2.00
5 1 day, horses on machine 2.50
6 1 day, horses on machine 2.50
6 1 day, man 2.00
6 1 day, tool team •50
7 1 day, tool team .50
7 1 day, man 2.00
7 1 day, horses 2.50
8 1 day, horses 2.50
8 1 day, man 2.00
8 1 day, tool team .50
10 1 day, tool team •50
10 1 day, man 2.00
10 1 day, horses 2.50
11 1 day, horses 2.50
11 1 day, man 2.00
11 1 day, tool team •5°
i5 1 day, tool team 5°
*5 1 day, horses 2.50
iS- 1 day, man 2.00
17 1 day, man 2.00
17 1 day, tool team •5°
17 1 day, horses 2.50
18 1 day, horses 2.50
18 1 day, man 2.00
18 1 day, tool team •5°
May 19. i day, tool team
19. 1 day, man
19. 1. day, horses
20. 1 day, horses . '_. .
20. 1 day, man . .
20. 1 day, tool team
21. 1 day, tool team
21. 1 day, man
21. 1 day, horses
26. 1 day, horses
26. 1 day, man
26. 1 day, tool team
27. 1 day, tool team
27. One half day, man
27. One half day, horses .
29. 1 day, hauling gravel
.


















Paid T. W. Gould, 14^ days, tending machine
W. P. Hopkins, 4 days
J. B. Lucian, 15^ days
A. J. Phelps, 15^ days
Win. H. Boynton, 4 days
A. S. Terrill, 3^ days, team and man
A. S. Terrill, 5 days, 3 hours
E. C. Emerson, 19 hours
C. H. Terrill, 23*^ days
C H. Terrill, 5 days, team .
J. W. Terrill, 22 days .
J. W. Terrill, 6^ days, team
70 running ft. posts, at 2 c. per ft.
L. N. George, 2 days .
Chas. Pollard, 2 days
E. A. Hadley, 2 days .




















Paid Fred Whipple, 5 hours .
E. W. Roberts, 1 day .
Wm. Herbert, 2 days
George Upham, 4 days
Fred Hanley, 3 days, 3^ hours
Byron Cram, 1 day
A. W. Kidder, one half day .
J. W. Merrill, 2 hours .
J. H. Stiles, 4 horses on machine, 14^ days
Rand & Jenks, 26 feet, 10 inches sewer pipe
Geo. Upham, one half day .
Garr Bros., running snow plow
Carr Bros., 3 days, 9 hours .
Carr Bros., team, 2 days, 4! hours .
Asa Spaulding, 41 hours . .
Parker Bros., 3 potato diggers
Parker Bros., 1 shovel
Express on repairs for road-machine
Abram Richards, 4 days, yi hour
G. Ff. and L. H. Hoyt, raking and drawing stone
Mrs. Lyman Stowell, 7 loads of gravel .
1897.
June 1. 1 day, horses on machine
1 day, tool team
Man
2. 1 day, horses on machine
1 day, man . .
t day, tool team
3. 1 day, tool team
1 day, horses on machine
i day, man
5. 1-2 day settling
7. 1 day, horses on machine
1 day, man






































J une 8. i day, horses on machine .
i day, man
i day, tool team
n. i day on Paige repairing culvert
i day, team
12. i day on New Boston road filling wash
out
i day, team
14. 1 day on H. Merrill and mountain roads
1 day, team
15. 1 day fixing bridge and repairing roads
on Terrill Hill
1 day, team
16. 1 day repairing roads* in Whipple dist
rict .....
1 day, team
17. 1 day putting in pipe and well on Spring
street and raking rocks and carting
off
1 day, team . . .
18. 1 day on the Tenney and Bog roads
1 day, team .....
19. 1 day, team on mountain road
One half day looking over roads in north
east part of town
21. 1 day on Shirley Hill road
1 day, team
22. 1 day on Shirley road
1 day, team
23. One half day looking over roads, and
engaging help and teams
24. 1 day carting gravel by Fellows place
1 day, team . . . . .
25. 1 day, man and tool team by McDougall
place ......
26.' 1 day by Jackson's and Emerson's































June 28. 1 day on Shirley Hill by Emerson's
1 day, team .....
29. One half day gathering rocks in village
One half day, team
Paid A. J. Phelps, 19 days .
J. B. Lucian, 19 days . .
J. W. Gould, 4i days tending machine
J. W. Gould, 1 day shoveling
Peter Piper, 2 days
Wm. A. Holt, 2 days .
Fred Whipple, 2 days .
Byron Cram, 18-10 days •
A. W. Kidder, 1 day .
Geo. Pattee, 1 day
Walter Plumer, 1 day with team '
.
Bartlett Bros, and team, i day
L. H, Hoyt and team, 1 day
Peter Jones and team, 1 day
Charles C. Hadley . . .
J. H. Stiles, 4 horses 4^ days
E. W. Roberts, 1 day .
Wesley Merrill
Ham Brown, 8*4 hours
Peter Hanley, 4 days
Will Plant, 1 day
Byron Cram, team and man 1 day,
S. D. Johnson, 2 men and team 1 day
G. H. Hunkins, 13 hours
J. C. Mclntire, 22 hours
R. L. Shirley ....
C. H. Terrill, men 1 7 days
C. H. Terrill, team 5 days 5 hours
C. H. Terrill, powder and drills
J. W. Terrill, 3 days .






































Paid A. S. Terrill, 3 days
Abram Richards, 2 days 1 hour
McDougall Bros., 4 horses, 2 men 1 day
McDougall Bros., 2 horses 1 day .
Ed. Kendrick, man and horses
Ed. Kendrick, horses
C. H. Hutchinson, grate casting
C. H. Hutchinson, express on same
L. B. Greer, 3 days, 2 hours .
F. S. Lakeman, 16 hours
F. S. Lakeman, 23^ days cutting bushes,
a day .....
R. T. Shepard, 2 days .
A. S. Terrill, team, 3 days .
A. S. Terrill, sharpening picks
Lewis Gould, 14 hours
H. L. Kimball, n days '
Abram Richards, ij days .;
S. Richards, 13 loads gravel .
A. M. Campbell, 762 feet of plank, $1
thousand ....










1 day on Ed Kidder road . .
1 day, team ....
2 hours cleaning out culvert
One half day looking over roads and
culverts .....
1 day on Mountain road
1 day, team . . .
1 day, team on Mountain road '.
1 day, man ....
2)4 hours on Mast road with team
1 day on Mast road and below county
farm


































July 26. 8 hours by J. McDougall's . .
8 hours team . ...
27. 1 day on road from A. George's to J.
Hazen's......
1 day, team . . . . .
Paid J. B. Lucian, 6 days 2^ hours
- A. J. Phelps, 6 days
George Tenney, 1 day .
Frank Tenney, 7 hours .
G. W. Dean, 7 hours
C. H. Martin, 9^3 hours
C. H. Martin, 2 men fixing washout an
ing stone .....
Frank Barone, 6 days 9^3 hours
L. N. George, man and team
L. N. George, man 1 day 6^/3 hours
W. H. Poore, 10 days 8 hours
W. H. Poore, team 3 days 6^ hours
W. H. Poore, 161 loads of gravel .
Albert Richards, team .
. . Stephen Dwinnells, 2 days
. James Shepard, ^ day . .
. , Rufus Hayes, 1 day . „,,,.,,
Archie Dow, 3 days 6^3 hours
C. E. Shepard, 2 days .
G. W. Hunkins, 4 days 6 hours
R. T. Shepard, .1^ days
Harry Dow, 1 day . . .
A. W. Whipple . . .
Walter Bartlett, 7 days }j hour
Walter Bartlett, team 2 days, 7^ hours




































Aug. 2. 1 day on hill by Gage house $2.00
One half day, team 1.25
3- 1 day by Sumner's 2.00
1 day, team . . . 2.50
4- 1 day, carting by Sumner's . 2.00
1 day, team .... 2.50
5-- One half day on East Union street lay
ing over pipe and fixing culvert 1.00
One half day, team . . . 1.25
6. 1 day, carting on Mast street 2.00
1 day, team .... 2.50
/
• 1 day, carting on Mast street 2.00
1 day, team .... 2.50
9- 1 day, machine .... 2.00
1 day, horses on machine 2.50
IO. 9 hours on machine and carting . 1.80
9 hours, team .... 2.25
12. 1 day, blasting by Moore & Campbell's
shop 2.00
13- 1 day, carting on Pleasant and Unior1
streets and Morrill Hill . 2.00
1 day, team . . 2.50
14. 1 day on Union and Mast streets 2.00
1 day, team . . 2.50
16. 1 day on Elm street . . 2.00
One half day, team . . 1.25
17- 1 day on Elm street and on culver
near J. Mclntire's and J. Collom's . 2.00
1 day, team . . . . 2.50
21. One half day getting stone for culvert . 1.00
One half day, team 1.25
23- One half day looking for stone for cul-
vert near Captain Varnum's 1.00
25- 1 day on High street . . . . 2.00
1 day, team . 2.50
26. 1 day on High street and in village 2.00
1 day, team . 2.50
15
Aug. 27. 1 day at Grasmere .• . . . $2.00
1 day, team . . . . . 2.50
28. One half day hauling rocks and carting
them in village . . .' . 1.00
One half day, team . . . . 1.25
30. 1 day raking out rocks in northeast part 2.00
1 day, tool team . . . . . .50
31. 1 day raking rocks in northeast part of
town . . . . . 2.00
1 day, tool team . . . . .50
#74.8o
Paid John Murphy, 3 days $4-5°
E. A. Kadley, laying over culverts . . 3.75
E. A. Hadley, n loads gravel . . . . 1.10
E. A. Hadley, 2 men 3 days 3 hours . . 3.30
E. A. Hadley, team 1 day 1 hour ... 2.75
E. A. Hadley, 3 lengths drain pipe . . .75
R. L. Shirley, team 2^4 days .... 10.00
C. H. Martin, 2 days i}( hours ... 10.50
Abram Richards, g}£ hours . ... . i4- 2 5
G. & L. H. Hoyt, 71 loads gravel . . • 7.10
C. E. Hutchinson, 2 grates for wells . . 5.42
C. E. Hutchinson, express on same . . .40
Rand & Jenks, 108 feet 6-inch pipe . . 12.96
Rand & Jenks, 44 feet 10-inch pipe . . 10.40
Rand & Jenks, 26 feet 8-inch pipe . . . 4.68
Rand & Jenks, 2 hours labor .... .60
Walter Plumer and team .... 10.04
L. N. George, 12^ hours . . . . 18.50
L. N. George, team 2)4 hours . . . 6.25
L. N. George, use of plow .... 1.00
A. J. Phelps, 16 days . . . . . 24.00
J. B. Lucian, 15 days . . . . . 22.50
Peter Jones and team, 6 days . . . . . 24.00
Peter Jones, i)4 days ..... 2 25
G. H. & L. H. Hoyt, 10 days 4 hours . . 41.60
16
Paid D. W. Hoyt, man and team i day
H. P. Hart and team 5 days .
J. C. Mclntire, 7 days 9 hours
Jack Murphy, 5 days 6 hours
Moses Dolah, 3 days
John Murphy, 2 days
Scott Gage, 3 days 9 hours
Charles Whipple, 2 days
W. B. Richards, 2 days .
W. B. Richards, 18 loads gravel
W. H. Whipple, with team
Parker Bros., powder and fuse
1897.
Sept. 1 day raking rocks on Shirley Hill road
1 day, tool team .
3. One half day, looking over roads in
southeast part ....
6. One half day at Pollard's and Black
brook roads ....
7. 1 day near Dr. Swett's repairing culverts
and widening roads
1 day, team ....
8. 1 day on Bog road repairing road and
culverts ......
1 day, team ....
9. 1 day, Grasmere, repairing Mill hill
1 day, team ....
10. 2 hours hauling stone with team .
13. 1 day, tool team....
20. One half day on Bog road and hauling
gravel on Elm street
One half day, team
21. 1 day at Parker's . ...
1 day, team ....
22. 1 day, grading sidewalk at Shirley































Sept. 23. 1 day, grading sidewalk at Shirley
1 day, team, sidewalk at Shirley .
25. 1 day, grading sidewalk at Shirley
1 day, team
27. 1 day at Shirley .
1 day, team
28. One half day at Shirley
One half day, team
29. 1 day at Shirley .
1 day, team
Paid J. B. Lucian, 12 days
A.J.Phelps, 12^ days .
Caleb Stowell, team and man 1 day
Dennis Dufrane, 1 day .
Peter Jones, with team 1 day
Charles Avery, with team, 8£ hours
Charles Avery, man, 5 hours .
John Carraway, 7 hours
E. A. Hadley, man 4 days
E. A. Hadley, team 3 days, 7^5 hours
J. R. Ferson, 2 men and horses 6 hours
W. A. Holt, 3 days
E. C. Emerson, 9 days .
W. F. Alger, 2^ days .
M. B. Martin, 6^j days
M. B. Martin, team 2 days .
J. C. Fletcher, 3 days .
J. C. Fletcher, team \y2 days
J. C. Fletcher, cutting bushes
J. Murtrick, 2 days, 2^ hours
Walter Pierce, self and team 5^ hours
J. W. Gould, 5 days .
Peter Jones and team, 2 days
Charles Whipple, 3 hours
















































i day laying over culvert near Mr
Whitney's ....
1 day, team ....
Three fourths day, planking Bog brook
bridge and raking stones .
Three fourths day, team
1 day on C. McCollom road
1 day, team ....
1 day on C. McCollom road* and bridge
1 day, team ....
1 day, carting on Mast and D. C. Tol
ford roads ....
1 day, team ....
1 day, putting in culverts on Terrill and
Paige hills . . .
1 day, team ....
1 day, laying over culverts by Walte
Foot's on Mast street . .
1 day, team ....
1 day on Mast street, carting
1 day, team ....
1 day, laying over culvert at Parker'
and repairing roads .
1 day, team ....
Trip to Grasmere with plank for culvert
1 day with team laying over culvert near
G. Hunkins .....
1 day laying culvert near Irad Poore's
and repairing .....
Team to haul stone ....
1 day, repairing bridges and laying over
culvert at Grasmere



























Paid J. B. Lucian, n days, 8*4 hours
A. J. Phelps, 6 days
Charles McCollom, 2 days
Stephen Cheney, 1 day
A. J. Sargent, with team 8 hours
Stephen Cheney, 1 day .
Stephen Cheney, setting post
E. A. Hadley, 3 men and team 7^ hours each
E. A. Hadley, 3 men and team 6 hours each
E. A. Hadley, 3 men and team 4 hours each
Clement Sawyer, team and man
W. J. Jones, team and man .
B. F. Stinson, 2j4 days
A. J. Sargent, labor and gravel
Charles Avery, 6 loads gravel
Henry Colby, 9 loads gravel
Paid J. B. Lucian, 1 day ....
J. B. Lucian, 15 hours ....
,
E. and G. E. Whitney, 7 days, 3 hours .
Caleb Stovvell .....
R. S. Shirley, 8 lengths of pipe for culvert
Nov. 12 and 13. Work done on roads putting up
poles ......
Nov. 15. Work done on roads putting up poles
Nov. 12. Team 1 day hauling poles .
Man 2 days putting up poles
Irons for poles ....
Spikes .....




















TOV. II. 1 day on Mast road $2.00
1 day, team .... 2.50

















1 6. Man and horse i day . $2.75
17. Two thirds day, self on roads 1.00
20. Team 1 day 2.00
21. 2 lengths pipe and 2 hours work . * .90
1. Man y2 day •75
2. Man, 8 hours 1.20
3. 2 horses 1 day . . . . 2.50
3. Man y2 day •75
0. T. Clough, 4 days, 8 hours, man, 3 c ays, 7
hours ..... 12.70-
C. H. Martin, 8 days . 12.00
C. H. Martin, team 3 days, 5 hours 8.75
Charles Pollard, 23 days, 5 hours . 35-3°
Charles Pollard, team, 4^3 days 12.13
F. P. Stevens, 7 days, 3 hours 10.95
F. P. Stevens, team 5 days, 6^3 hours 14.10
Frank Fulle/, 2 days 3.00
Dec. 13. One half day with team repairing cul-
vert ......
15. 2 hours looking over roads .
16. 1 day looking over roads
17. 1 day in east part of town, repairing
roads ......
Paid J. B. Lucian, \ day
Dennis Dufrane, 2 days ii hours .
J. B. Lucian, 8 hours
Asa Spaulding, 2 days 4 hours
H. P. Hart, 2 men and team 1 day
H. L. Kimball, 5 days 5 hours
S. A. Farrar, 4 days
C. H. Terrill, team and man 1 day
C. H. Terrill, 3 men 1 day each



















Paid C. H. Terrill, 2 men 9 hours each .
C. H. Terrill, man and team 4 hours
C. H. Terrill, 3 men 4 hours each .
C. H. Terrill, man and team 9 hours
C. H. Terrill, 4 men 9 hours each .
C. H. Terrill, man and team 9 hours
C. H. Terrill, 3 men 9 hours each .
C. H. Terrill, man and team 4 hours
C. H. Terrill, 4 men 4 hours each .
Walter Bartlett, 3 days 5 hours
Walter Bartlett, team 1 2 days
Henry Bartlett, 10 days 2 hours
Caleb Stowell, 8 days 7^3' hours
Caleb Stowell, oxen 4 days 2 hours
Caleb Stowell, 16 loads gravel
Scott Gage, ij days
B. F. Hazen, 9 days 8 $ hours .
G. H. Martin, 2 hours .
Peter Jones, 1 day with team
Peter Jones, J day with team
Charles C. Hadley, 1 day
























Jan. 1. 4 hours with team ....
Paid W. S. Gage, 6 h hours
David Barnard, 5 hours.....
Dodge & Barnard, 92 feet plank .
Moore & Campbell, repairs on tools
J. R. Ferson, Jan. 1, 8 hs., 2 men, pair horses
J. R. Ferson, Jan. 2, 4 hours, 1 man
J. R. Ferson, Jan. 3, 6 hours, horses and man
J. R. Ferson, Jan. 31, 5 hours, horses, 2 men .
C. H. Terrill, 1 man 6 hours ....
C. H. Terrill, 4 horses 6 hours














Paid C. H. Terrill, 3 men 4 hours each .
C. H. Terrill, 4 horses 4 hours
C. H. Terrill, 2 men 3 hours each .
C. H. Terrill, 1 man and team 3 hours
C. H. Terrill, 2 men 3 hours each .
C. H. Terrill, 3 men 3 hours each .
M. V. B. Martin, self and team
Mary Whipple, 20 hours
Mary Whipple, man and team 92 hours
G. M. Eaton, 10 days 3 hours
G. M. Eaton, team
Arthur Worthley, 15 loads of gravel
Granville Williams....
A. J. Sargent and team, 4 days
A. J. Sargent, 3 days 3 hours
William S. Whipple
John Basha, 3 hours
H. L. Barrett, 1 day
C. E. Smith, 9 hours
C. E. Smith, horse 4 hours
J. C. Mclntire, 151 hours

























Feb. 1. 7 hours $1-40
7 hours, team i-75








4- 6 hours 1.20
5- 1 day, settling 2.00
11. 1 day, settling 2.00
;i6.oo
23
Paid Carr Brothers, running snow-plow 3 times
Carr Brothers, running snow-plow
Carr Brothers, running snow-plow
Carr Brothers, running snow-plow
Carr Brothers, shoveling
Carr Brothers, running snow-plow
Carr Brothers, sanding walks .
Carr Brothers, running snow-plow, 2 horses
Carr Brothers, running snow-plow and shovel
ing
Carr Brothers, running snow-plow, 3 horses, 3
men......
Carr Brothers, breaking roads
Carr Brothers, breaking roads
J. R. Ferson, 8 hours, 2 men and horses
J. R. Ferson, 8 hours, 2 men and horses
C. H. Terrill, 2 men 9 hours each
C. H. Terrill, 4 horses 9 hours
C. H. Terrill, 2 men 8 hours each
C. H. Terrill, 4 horses 8 hours
C. H. Terrill, 2 men 8 hours each
C. H. Terrill, 2 horses 4 hours
C. H. Terrill, 3 men 3 hours each
C. H. Terrill, 1 team 2 hours
Caleb Stowell, 3 hours .
W. C. Morse, 3 hours . .
Bert Paige, 16 hours
E. W. Annis, 8 hours
Henry Moore, 66 hours, man 25 hours, team
J. T. Gilmore, 16 hours, man 12 hours, team
Paul Goodwin, 14 hours
Fred L. Palmer, 4 hours, self and horse
Henry Blaisdell, 24 hours
M. V. B. Martin, self and team
Ed. Kidder, 16 hours
Ed. Kidder, horses 2 hours




































Paid Frank E. Kidder, oxen 4}4 hours . #0.67
James H. Bartlett, men 33^ hours 5-°4
James H. Bartlett, team 23 hours . 4.60
J. R. Hazen, 79^ hours 11.92
J. R. Hazen, team 46^ hours 11.62
W. A. Pierce, 4 hours, self and tean1 1.60
Henry Bartlett, 35 hours 5-25
Ned Merrill, 10 hours . 1.50
Alfred Colby, 3^ hours •5 2
Walter Bartlett, 53^ hours 8.03
Walter Bartlett, team 44 hour 5 8.80
J. C. Fletcher, 20 hours . 3.00
J. C. Fletcher, team 5 hours 1.25
Caleb Stowell, 4 hours . .60
C. A. Davis, 21 hours . 3-i5
C. C. Hadley, self and team . 4.20
George Hall, 7 hours 1.05
William Morgan, 7}^ hours 1. 12
A. B. Raynor, 17^ hours 2.63
John Carraway 2.40
Ernest Johnson 1.00
F. Beard 1 50
H. B. Gilchrist .90
A. Muir 1.50
C. A. Upham 4.80
Frank Lawrence . •45
D. W. Hoyt, with team i#d ays . 6.00
G. F. Robertson . 10.00
J. W. Merrill 2.25
W. W. Merrill 3.00
Henry Beard 2.25
F. P. Stevens 1.27
J. W. Roberts .90
C. M. Wheeler 5.48
C. R. McCollum . 1.20
H. F. Martin, 2 days 3.00
C. H. Martin 8.95
25
Paid G. H. Garland .
W. G. Plumer and team 2)4 days
G. H. Bartlett
S. D. Johnson, 15 days 5 hours
S. D. Johnson, team 6 days 1 hour
Dodge & Barnard, 195 feet plank
J. B. Lucian, 33 hours
Peter Jones, 1 Y^ day with team
Peter Jones, 4 hours with team
Peter Jones, 6 hours, 4 horses
Mary Whipple, 56^ hours
Mary Whipple, team 3 hours .
B. F. Harriman, 4 hours shoveling
N. H. Perley, 4 hours
B. P. Stinson....
Arthur Gregg, 5 hours .
H. D. Grant, 15^ hours
G. A. McQuestion, 45^ hours .
Stephen Chenery, 8 hours
Nelson Richards, 16^ hours .
Ward Richards, 18 hours
Joseph T. Carraway, 18 hours
Joseph Carraway, 10 hours
Will A. Paige, 7 hours .
Herbert Richards, 9I hours
H. P. Hart, \ day with team ,
W.L.Roberts
H. P. Hart, 1 day with team .
H. P. Hart, 3 hours
C. B. Moore, 13 hours .
H. B. Wycomb, 9 hours
Prank Barone, ic hours .
William H. Boynton, 36 hours
A. S. Terrill, 29 hours .
A. S. Terrill, 9 hours team
H. P. Hart, 1 day team and man








































Paid J. W. Terrill, 9 days 2 2/z hours
J. W. Terrill, team 2 days 6 hours
E. A. Hadley, team 362 hours
E. A. Hadley, shoveling 95 J hours
Gilman Blaisdell, 22? hours
Steven Wells, 5 hours
Bradbury Lincoln, 15 \ hours
Henry Carter, 54 hours .
Luther Greer, 62 hours .
E. C. Emerson, 142 hours
Joe Blanchett, 15 hours .
A. H. Cushion, 15 hours
George Ordway, 9! hours
G. H. and L. H. Hoitt, 1 day 2 men and team
G. H. and L. H. Hoitt, 1 day 2 men 4 horses
Will Flanders, 15 hours .


















Amount expended for repairs
$45 2-44
52,958.79
C. MORGRAGE, LABOR ON ROADS.
Aug. 2. i day on road with team
Sept. 22. One half day on road with team .
23. One half day on road with team
27. 1 day on roads with team
28. 1 day on roads with team
29. 1 day on roads with team
30. 1 day on roads with team
Oct. 1. 1 day on roads with team
2. One half day on roads with team
One half day with road agent
4. One half day on roads with road agent
6. 1 day on roads ....
8. One half day on roads
9. 1 day on roads ....



















3. One half day on roads
12. One half day on roads
13. One half day on roads
17. One half day on county road
17. 1 day on roads .









Breaking out roads ....
Breaking out roads and shoveling snow-
Paid Richards Brothers for concreting







WM. S. WHIPPLE, AGENT.
Paid G. I. Blaisdell, for labor on roads
Julius Muttrick, for labor on roads
Irad Poor, for labor cutting bushes 3 days
E. A. Hadley, 4J days labor on roads
H. L. Barrett, labor on roads
Wm. D. Hopkins, labor on roads .
L. W. BARTLETT, AGENT.
Paid Roscoe Hazen, labor on roads
H, L. Kimball, labor on roads
E. W. Kendrick, labor on roads
J. C. Fletcher, labor on roads
















Paid J. W. Watson, for labor on roads
A. J. Sargent, for labor on roads
Caleb Stowell, for labor on roads
Carr Brothers, for labor on roads
J. H. Stiles, for labor on roads
J. C. Mclntire, for labor on roads
Frank Pierce, for labor on roads
George Pattee, for labor on roads
BY ORDER OF SELECTMEN.
Paid Lewis Gould for land damage in 1896
F. H. Woodman, labor on roads
Rand & Jenks, Akron pipe and labor
G. W. Dean, shoveling snow in March, '97
MISCELLANOUS.
Paid Frank Blaisdell for returning 17 births and 10
deaths
C. F. George for returning 10 births and 16
deaths .......
E. B. Swett for returning 1 1 births and 6 deaths
D. Grant, for damage to hens by dogs
C. A. Cleveland, use of watering-tub
Wm. D. Hopkins, for 2 loads of kindling wood
for hall .
"
C. Morgrage, money paid out
Frank Johnson, for postage, stationery, dog li-
censes, and notifying jurors
E. &. F. Johnson, for posts and lumber for
fence near M. E. church ....
R. L. Shirley, for money paid out .



























Paid F. E. Paige, for printing iooo blank receipts . $1.50
A. D. Maxwell, damage to horse ( killed ) . 75-°o-
F.*H. Blaisdell, for printing 1000 road bills . 2.00
John B. Clarke Co., for printing 800 town re-
ports 150.55
Kelly & Lord, for oil at Grasmere hall . . 5.94
Kelly & Lord, for lamp, chimney, broom, etc.,
for hall ....... 6.25.
E. C. Eastman, for inventory and collector's
book ........ 4.25
G. W. Dean, for 17 hours labor on lockup . 2.50-
F. E. Paige, for printing 1200 tax bills . . 2.25
W. P. Paige, for 1 load wood for Grasmere hall 2.50.
Charles Stinson Post, for decorating soldiers'
graves 60.00
J. Hodge, 258 feet of lumber for Shirley Hill
Cemetery fence . . . . . 10.32
G.-W. Dean, for labor on Grasmere hall . 1.50
F. E. Paige, for printing application blanks . 2.00
E. W. Goodwin, for lighting Dow bridge . 8.35
J. H. Conner, for precinct water . . . 50.00
Wm. Morgan, for putting in wood, and clean-
ing up house ...... 2.00
Kendall, Hadley & Co., for 2 sets blinds for
Grasmere hall, and lumber . . . 6.17
Wm. H. Hammond, oil for Grasmere hall . 7.87
C. Sawyer, use of watering-tub . . . 3.00
A. P. Seaton, for Akron pipe and smoke pipe 7.56
S. T. Martin, for 5880 pounds of coal . . 18.38
F. E. Paige, for printing notices ... 1.00
C. H. Martin, 1 cord wood for Grasmere hall 5.25
John L. Whipple, for use ofwatering trough, 2
years ........ 5.00
Paid Mary L. Whipple, for 1 cord wood for
Grasmere hall . . . . . . 5.25
John S. Johnson, for damage to wagon on road 3.00
W. A. Holt, for use of watering-tub 2 years . 4.00
30
Paid G. P. Hadley, for services on roads
Rand & Jenks, for Akron pipe and labor
Caleb Stowell, for use of watering-tub 5 years
Mary Whipple, for 1 cord wood for Grasmere
hall ;.....
Edwin Flanders, use of watering-tub
N. H. Perley, care and feeding tramps to April 1
Wm. Morgan, for extra labor, setting glass, etc.
Parker Brothers, for 174 gallons oil, 12 chim-
neys, 2 lamp globes, glass, 3 dozen hat hooks,
3 lbs. nails, 100 lbs. white lead, and 29 7-15
gals, raw oil .
G. F. Robertson, for use of watering-tub
Moore & Campbell, for 54 bolts for railing
E. W. Goodwin, for snowing Dow bridge
Moore & Campbell, blacksmith work
George A. Perkins, for lighting Center bridge
Samuel Upton, services in King and Cotter
cases ........
W. P. Paige, 1 load wood for town house
E. P. Morgan, for winding town clock .
C. H. Martin, lamps, curtain cords, and other
expenses .......
C. H. Martin, for use of watering-tub
Frank Johnson, for recording 12 marriage cer-
tificates, 33 deaths, 33 burial permits, 11






















CHARLES MORGRAGE, MONEY PAID OUT.
19. Carfare to Manchester with copy reports
23. Postage on proof sheet of copy reports .
5. Carfare to Manchester in Maxwell case
Express on town reports
For distributing town reports



















For express on blanks and town books
For 5 pounds nails 16c, lumber ioc
Expenses taking inventory .
For keeping 2 tramps
For stamps and envelopes .
Expenses to court settling with county
For cleaning out vault
For blind hinges and butts
F. B. Colby, burying dog .
G. W. Dean, labor on town house
For feeding 2 tramps .
For cement used on stone steps .
For oil barrel ....
For recording 5 deeds




For stationery and postage .
For feeding 1 tramp .
For expenses to Concord to pay state


























































James Tuttle, for advice
expenses taking inventory


































C. MORGRAGE, SERVICES AS SELECTMAN.
i day settling with auditors
1 day on reports ....
1 day to Manchester with reports
1 day writing and posting town warrants
1 day examining road near Irad Poor's
1 day writing notice for road hearing
and reading proof .
One half day to Shirley's on road case
and jury meeting
y± day on road business
1 day to Manchester on Maxwell case
1 day distributing town reports .
1 day distributing town reports .
1 day at town meeting
1 day at town house and road hearing
One half day on town books
One half day on town books
1 day on blank inventory
1 day on blank inventory
1 day copying inventory
1 day copying inventory















































1 day making appointments, etc.
1 day at town house and labor on lobby
6 days taking inventory
One half day on pauper business an
jury meeting
1 day at Grasmere, receiving blanks
1 day at town house, receiving blanks
1 day at town house .
12 days footing up invoice and makin
out taxes ....
1 day settling monthly accounts .
1 day settling county bills and to court
settling with commissioners
One half day to Shirley Hill on town
business and to H. Moore's
One half day on road hearing at Alger
One half day on town business
One half day removing electric poles
One half day labor at Grasmere hall
One half day labor at Grasmere hall
4 days recording taxes
One half day on pauper business with
county commissioners
1 day on town business, giving orders
etc. .....
One half day on pauper business .
One half day appointing town treasurer
1 day settling monthly accounts .
One half day settling with R. Brown
town treasurer
One half day with road agent
^ day on road business
1 day settling monthly accounts -
One half day pointing around steps at
Grasmere ....


































3. One fourth day with telephone agent
4. 1 day settling monthly accounts .
9. One half day settling county bills
7, 8. 1 day on Alger case
9. One half day on telephone case .
18. One half day on town business
24. Oae day to Nashua settling with county
2. One half day on road with road agent
16. One half day measuring concrete
20. 1 day perambulating Bedford line
23. 1 day perambulating New Boston line
25. 1 day perambulating Manchester line
One fourth day, pauper business .
4. One half day to Win, Shirley
5. 1 day on Dunbarton line
6. 1 day settling monthly accounts .
8. One half day on pauper business .
10. One half day on county road
17. One half day on county road
24. 1 day on pauper business with commis
sioner .....
26. 1 day apportioning school money
29. One half day on town business
4. 1 day settling monthly accounts .
6. 1 day to Concord to settle state tax
11. One fourth day at jury meeting, and
other town business
16. 1 day regulating jury box, and other
town business ....
31. One half day settling county bill .
98.
1. 1 day settling monthly accounts .
5. One half day at court settling with count
commissioners ....
6-12. 3 days copying inventory for printing
13. One half day to Manchester, with copy

































Jan. 20. 1 day recording vouchers
26. 1 day reading proof sheet, and going
to Manchester with same
Feb. 5. 1 day settling monthly accounts
11. 1 day settling town bills
12. 1 day settling town bills
14. 1 day settling town bills
15. 1 day settling town bills




1 day settling with auditors
Worked on report one half day .
Writing warrant and posting same
Mar. q. Settled with Maxwell for damage to
horse ......
Delivering reports ....
1 day at town house ....
1 day, trip to Alger's ....
1 day on books . . ...
1 day making appointments
Apr. 1, 2, 3. Taking inventory ....
1 day taking inventory, and drawing
J
ury
1 day taking inventory
11,12,13, J 4> x 5- Worked on books and received
blanks ......
17, 19, 20, ni, 22, 28, 29. Worked making taxes
May. 1. Monthly meeting, one half day .
12. Road hearing .....
16. One half day at town house, worked on
book ......






























































1 day, monthly meeting
One half clay at Alger's
One half day at Jackson's .
One half day at town house
1 day, monthly meeting
One half day examining roads
One half day, monthly meeting
One half day, monthly meeting
One half day, road hearing at Alger'
One half day, monthly meeting
Running town lines .
Running town lines . . . .
Running town lines .
One half day, inquest at Shirley
One half day, monthly meeting
One half day, examining road
One half day examining roads
One^half day with electric men
One half day, monthly meeting
One half day writing report
1 day writing report .
1 day, monthly meeting
1 day settling bills


































C. H. MARTIN, SERVICES AS SELECTMAN.
One half day collecting hall rents
1 day preparing reports for printer
1 day preparing reports for printer
One half day preparing reports for
printer......
One half day posting warrant . • .
1 day at town house ....

















































1 day at town meeting
1 day at town house .
1 day filling out blanks
1 day at town house .
1 day taking inventory
1 day taking inventory
1 day taking inventory
2 days taking inventory
Work with books.
1 day receiving blanks at Center
.
1 day receiving blanks at town house
1 day at town house .
1 day at town house .
1 day posting books .
1 day posting books .
1 day posting books .
1 day posting books .
1 day making taxes
1 day making taxes
1 day making taxes
One half day at monthly meeting
One half day at Alger's road hearing
1 day at monthly meeting .
One half day on pauper business .
One half day at monthly meeting
One half day at monthly meeting
One half day on town business .
One half day at monthly meeting
One half day on county road
One half day at monthly meeting
One half day at monthly meeting
One half day on county road
One half day at monthly meeting-
Attending jury meeting
One half day at monthly meeting
Settling accounts









































Paid R. Brown, town treasurer
C. F. White, town treasurer
F. Johnson, town clerk .
H. Moore, collector
R. Johnson, supervisor .
G. W. Colby, supervisor .
G. F. Robertson, supervisor
Wm. Morgan, janitor town house
Wm. F. Greenwood, janitor, Grasmere
H. Moore, moderator
George Pattee, auditor .
K. Kendall, auditor















REPORT OF POLICE DEPARTMENT.
TOWN OF GOFFSTOWN, FOR YEAR ENDING FEBRUARY 12, 1 898.
Total number of arrests .
Drunk .....




Allowed to depart .
Brought before court and fined
Locked up for out of town parties
Tramps lodged
Fines received for bicycle riding on sidewalk $2.50
FRANK B. MILLS.
39
FR/lNK b. mills, services AS I'OLICI: OFF ICER.
April 4- Putting up horses for Henniker man . $o-S°
26. Warning out Italian with bear •25
May 23. One half day on duty . 1.00
3°- One half day on duty . 1. 00
3 1 - One half day on duty . 1.00
June 6. One half day on duty . 1.00
r 3- One half day on duty . 1.00
20. One half day on duty . 1.00
27. One half day on duty . 1.00
July 3- One half night on duty 1.00
4- 1 night on duty . 2.00
5- One half day on duty . 1.00
Aug. 2 5- Edward Stevens case . I.CO
Sept. 11. W. Cumming's case 1.00
Oct. 9- Telephone expense • r 5
12. Crough case.... 1.00
25- Yeaw case 1.00
26. J. Beede case 1.00
Dec. i7- Telephone expense •15
Jan. 19. On duty watching coasters .50
22. On duty watching coasters •50
Locking up and feeding 31 trampj 12.00
$3°-°5
SPECIAL POLICE.
Paid John W. Gould, services as special police
in 1896 .......
J. B. Carraway, services as police, July 3-4
Wm. Morgan, services as police, July 3-4
E. C. Emerson, services as police .
S. A. Kidder, services as police in King and








Paid C. F. George for services . . . . $7°°
Frank Blaisdell for services .... 6.00
Edwin Flanders for service and money paid
out 2.25
Henry Moore, collecting dog licenses . . 10.00





























GEORGE P. HADLEY, SERVICES ON SCHOOL BOARD.
One half day on report
One half day on warrants .
One half day on report
Writing 7 letters
Making arrangements for conveyance
of children
Writing 6 letters
One half day visiting school
Visiting schools and securing books
and other like business
One half day visiting schools
Time on account of schools and sup
plies . ...
One-half day visiting schools
One day visiting schools .
One day on state report .
Writing 8 letters
Visiting schools, etc.
One day at schools .
One half day at schools
One half day at schools
One day at Parker's and Mountain




































One half day on Shirley Hill
Examination of teachers
Visiting schools
Time spent on books and supplies
One half day visiting schools
One half day visiting school
One half day writing warrants .^
Writing letters....
Postage .....
One half day on the Mountain .
One day at town house on report





PATTEE, SERVICES ON SCHOOL BOARD.
half day to Manchester
day visiting Nos. 5 and 12
May 13. One half day visiting No. 10
June 16. One half day visiting No. 5
18. One day visiting Nos. 10 and 12
July 26. One day, making state report
Sept. 14. One day visiting Nos. 5 and 12
Oct. 20. One half day visiting No. 5
Nov. 9. One half day visiting No. 10
10. One day getting supplies
18. One half day visiting No. 12
19. One half day visiting No. 5
Dec. 1. One day visiting Nos. 5 and 12
8. One half day visifing No. 5 .
9. One day visiting Nos. 10 and 12
>
3. One half day visiting No. 5
4. One half day visiting No. 12




































GEO. L. EATON, SERVICES ON SCHOOL BOARD.
I897 .
April 19. Visiting three schools



















Settling with Miss Jones
Settling with G. F. Farley
Visiting two schools




Attending 8 meetings of board .
Writing and posting warrants
Preparing reports for state superintendent
Preparing reports for town board
27 days of visiting school .
Paid Ernest Johnson :
Attending 8 meetings of board .
Attending school





























Paid Mrs. Bessie Parker :
Attending 8 meetings of the board
Attending school
Postage .....
Paid C. F. White, attending 8 meetings of board
Frank Blaisdell, attending 2 meetings .









Paid Houghton, Mifflin & Co., $7-08
Werner School Book Co. 2.40
Silver, Burdett & Co. 47-43
Thompson, Brown & Co. 17.50
George F. King & Co. . . 69.22
H. A. Brooks . 1. 13
Allyn & Bacon . 10.50
Boston School Supply Co. 45-01
American Book Co. 93-9°
George F. King & Merrill 14.25
Ginn & Co. .... 97.25
A. Flanagan .... 11.52
Maynard, Merrill & Co. 21.68
Macmillan & Co. . 7.00
Oliver Ditson Co. 2.07
Eimer & Amend 10.00
Prang Educational Co. . 1.40
University Co. . . 6.15
G. P. Hadley, school supplies and freight on
same .... 18.17




Amount raised by law in No. i district .
Literary fund in No. i district
Dog licenses in No. i district . . . .
Interest on school fund .
Extra school money .....
Paid on district note .













For repairs of schoolhouses
Interest on school fund .
Paid Ernest Johnson, for district No. 1
Paid George Pattee, for town district
Paid A. H. Parker, precinct money
O. F. Sumner ......
AID FURNISHED COUNTY POOR.
Paid G. W. Dean, for sawing wood for Mrs. Rogers
G. W. Dean, for sawing wood for Ann Foster
Susan Cram, for 2^ loads wood, delivered to
Mrs. Rogers ......
A. C. Martin, for support of Nellie Parker
W. P. Paige, for 2 loads wood delivered to Ann
Foster .......



















Paid D. G. Roberts, for milk furnished Ann Foster $2.25
Parker Brothers, for goods furnished Ann Foster 1 2.64
Parker Brothers, for goods furnished Mrs. Hasel-
ton 18.80
Parker Brothers, for goods for Mrs. Rogers . 48.10
Parker Brothers, for 1 pair rubber boots for
Frank Dufresne . .. ' . . 2.75
Parker Brothers, for goods furnished Mrs. Baron 5.00
Parker Brothers, for shoes for Blanchet girl . 1.00
Parker Brothers, for goods delivered James
Fields ....... 6.00
Parker Brothers, for goods for Charles Kidder 2.75
C. K. Mudge for board of Mudge girl . . 52.00
S. P. Towle, for 1 cord of wood delivered to
Ann Foster ...... 4.00
E. & F. Johnson, 1 cord wood delivered to
Mrs. Rogers ...... 3.50
Rodney Johnson, for 8 months house rent for
Joe Blanchet in 1896 and 1897 . . . 32,00
Martha J. Towns, for board and clothes of
Charles Kidder ..... 73. 15
Poor & Bowen, for goods delivered Joe Blan-
chet . . 13.75
C. A. Cram, for 3 loads wood delivered Mrs.
Rogers ....... 6.00
I. J. Paige, for 10 j4 months rent for Mrs.
Haselton . . . . - . . . 21.00
F. A. Condon, for house rent for Mrs. Rogers ii. 75
Parker Brothers, for goods furnished Mrs.
Towns . . . . . . . 1 13. 12
Alfred Colby, for board and care of Lizzie
Purrington ...... 3.50
E. B. Swett, for medical attendance on Ann
Foster ....... 8.50
46
Paid Mary A. Richards, for board of Mrs. Rogers's
children $78-9°
W. H. Hammond, for goods delivered to Ann
Foster 6 65
Lewis Gould, for milk delivered to Ann
Foster ....... 4-°°
Frank Blaisdell, for medical attendance on
Mrs. Clara Bidwell 6.00
Frank Blaisdell, for medical attendance on
Mudge girl, broken arm . . . . 10.00
S. W. Little, for wood delivered to Mrs.
Haselton . . . . . . . 1.00
C. Morgrage, for goods furnished Joe Blanchet 2.50
H. H. Smith, for shoes and rubbers, for Joe
Blanchet's children 3.70
Mary L. Whipple, for board of Ann Foster,
14 weeks .......
Edwin Kidder, for board of Edwin G. Bowen
Frank Blaisdell, for medical attendance on
Fields family ......
Frank Blaisdell, for medical attendance on Mrs.
J. F. Luicha j.
Frank Blaisdell, for returning 13 births and 38
deaths at county farm ....
Frank Johnson, for recording 13 births and 38
deaths .......
Charles F. George, for medical attendance on
C. R. McCully
F. B. Mills, goods furnished J. Blanchet
$675.88
EXPENSES ON TOWN AND SCHOOL BUILDING
AT GRASMERE.
Paid Clinton Shirley, for stone steps . . . $34. 00











Paid L. N. George, for drawing stone . . . $3-oo
A. J. Phelps, for 5 days labor on steps and
bank wall . . . . . . 10.00
A. M. Campbell, for drawing stone . 3. 00
C. Morgrage, for 5^ days labor on steps and
grading ....... 11.00
John L. Whipple, for painting town and
school building ..... 50.00
Parker Brothers, for oil and paint, for town
and school building ..... 50.20
A. P. Seeton, for 97 ft. of eaves pipe, for town
and school buildings . .... 14.55
W. W. Merrill, y2 day on steps ... .75
1190.50
COST OF REMOVING OLD TOMB AND BUILDING
NEW TOMB.
1897.
Sept. -Oct. J. F. Luicha, for 7 4-5 days labor . $11.70
Sept. -Oct. Frank Lafrance for 3 days labor . . 4.50
Sept. -Oct. J. N. McLane, for use of derrick . 5.00
Sept. -Oct. C. Morgrage, for freight and express on
cement ...... 3.62
Sept. -Oct. B. P. Stinson, for nj^ days labor . ^1-^S
J. C. Mclntire, for 5 7-10 days labor . 8. 55
H. W. Parker, for 8 casks of cement . 19.00
G. H. & L. H. Hoit, for 14 days labor
with team ..... 47.80
G. H. & L. H. Hoit, for sand and loam
to coyer tomb . . . . 13.00
L. H. Hoit, for boarding Bailey's men 6.50
C. A. Whipple, for labor on tomb . 2.00
W. J. Carney, for boarding Bailey's
man ...... 2.00
Amoskeag Manufacturing Company, for









C. A. Bailey, for granite and freight .
C. A. Bailey, for labor on tomb .
C. A. Bailey, for labor on tomb door .
G. P. Hadley, for time and expenses
C. Morgrage, for y2 day
C. Morgrage, for 1 day to Suncook
For 7^ days labor ....
For 5 days labor ....
Cash for rye, oats, grass-seed, phosphate
and iron pipe . .
Cash for shoveling gravel from old tomb
















Paid Thomas Pratt, over 70 .
James Collman, leit town
B. F. Greer, overtaxed .
W. J. Ayer, assessed in Manchester
Stephen Dwinnels, over 70
James Lockhead, over 70
J. Dugrier, over 70
Wm. G. Buxton, over 70
Peter King, assessed in Manchester
Mike Hart, dead .
D. A. Paige, overtax
Dodge & Barnard, overtax
E. R. Poor, overtax
J. F. Brooks, left town .
M. J. Watson, not in town
Moses Ordway






















Paid James H. Harmon, left town
John Barry, left town
E. C. Randall, claims no home here
Ira C. Bartlett, left town
Kelly & Lord
C. L. Merrill, left town
James McPherson, left town .
Charles Purrington, left town
Sidney Kemp, left town
Lawrence Lamore, left town .
J. A. Dow, left town
N. Richards















NOTES AND INTEREST DUE FEB. 15, 1897.


























Roads and bridges ....
Support of schools ....
Repairs of schoolhouses in town district
Paid on note, and repairs in No. 1 district
School supplies .....
School board in No. 1 district






















Treasurer, clerk, collector, supervisors, janitors
>
moderator, and auditors .... $3 65-5°
Police officers 47-55
Board of health ..... !5- 2 5
Industrial school for board of Eugene Foote 78.00
Public charity (county ) . . 675.88
Precinct tax ..... 1,650.00
Paid interest on note ..... 290.00
State tax ...... 3,060.00
County tax ...... 2,969.40
Discount on taxes .... 35i-8i
Abatement of taxes .... 69.08
Building tomb ..... 489.79
Paid to Rogers Free Library 183.60
Paid for stone steps and grading at Grasmere 190.50
#21,237.91'
TOTAL VALUATION.
528 polls, value ..... $52,800
2,080 acres improved and unimproved lands and
buildings ....... 900,631
531 horses 28,253
30 oxen ...... 1,230
1,018 cows . . . . . 22,816
117 other stock ..... 1,647
95 sheep ...... 194.
44 hogs • 488
952 fowls . . . . . 401
21 carriages...... i,5 l6
17 precinct bonds .... 17,000
Bank stock . . SM45
Money at interest ..... 81,714
Stock in trade ...... 42,105
Mills and machinery ..... 26,250
$1,186, ICO
51
Total valuation of town district .... $651,916
Total valuation of No. 1 district .... 534,274
Total valuation of fire precinct . . . . 491,873
TAX RAISED.
No. 1 district, for state, county, town, school, and
highway $5,168.25
Town- district, for state, county, town, school, and
highway . . . . . . . . 6,286.57
No. 1 district, extra school money, and on dis-
trict note ....... 1,550.00
Town district, extra school money, and for repair
of schoolhouses . ...... 780.06







ACCOUNT OF ROBINSON BROWN.
Dr.
former treasurer $1,116.12
county for support of pau-
pers .... 239-5 1
town clerk, licenses on
dogs .... 280.00
for use of town hall 1 3-5°
from Henry Moore, col-





ACCOUNT OF CHARLES F WHITE.
Dr.
Received from former treasurer $1,048.59
county for support of pau-
pers .... 473-45
town clerk, dog licenses . 23.96
fine for riding on sidewalk 2.50
fine of Jerry Cotter 3.00
use of town hall at Gras-
mere .... 206.00
license of merry-go-round, 12.00
use of town hall 113.00
interest on school fund . 2;.o8
52
53
Received from school books sold .
George Pattee, town's
share of repairs on
town hall at Grasmere,



















In hands of treasurer
School fund in bank
SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTS.
Dr.
Notes and interest due .....
Cr.










We certify that we have examined the foregoing accounts of
the selectmen and treasurer of the town of Goffstown, and have





REPORT OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH,
To the Selectmen of Ooffstoivn:
Gentlemen: The Board of Health beg to submit the fol-
lowing report:
There have been reported to us during the year, three cases
of diphtheria. These cases have been promptly isolated, and
so far as we can learn, no cases have been contracted from
them. There has been during the winter an epidemic of
measles, nineteen cases being reported. There have been no
deaths from measles, and but one death from diphtheria.
Many of the cases of measles were so mild that often a physi-
cian was not called, and we only discovered them by accident.
This is inexcusable, for the law plainly reads, "That any
householder, knowing that any person in his household has
any of the diseases which require the house to be put in quar-
antine, must, if no physician is in attendance, report the
same to the local board of health within twenty-four hours
or be subject to a fine of not more than two hundred dollars,
or be imprisoned for six months or both." It would be very
painful for any board of health to be obliged to enforce this
law, yet occasions might arise where the health of the village
might suffer, and many valuable lives be lost by such neglect.
The state courts give the local boards of health power to
enforce this law if circumstances should arise where gross
neglect of one person should endanger the lives of a com-
munity.
All the cases of contagious diseases have been under the
personal supervision of the members of the board, and we
have seen that the houses have been thoroughly disinfected
after the conclusion of the case.
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The board desire to call your attention to the fact, that in
the ordinary disinfection by the use of the gas generated
from sulphur that many articles in an infected room have to
be removed, or destroyed by the action of this gas. We also
wish to call your attention to the fact that so much doubt
has been thrown upon the efficacy of this mode of disinfec-
tion, that it has been almost superceded by a new process,
known as disinfection by formalin, or by the gas generated
from wood alcohol. In a recent case of diphtheria which
occurred at the county almshouse among the children, this
method was used by ,a member of the Manchester Board of
Health, and the disease promptly stopped, only the one case
occurring. This method is harmless, and at the same time
is the best disinfectant known, but it needs special apparatus
to use it, which can be procured at a cost of less than ten
dollars. The board would suggest that one of these be pro-
cured for the use of the board of health.
One complaint in regard to a sink-drain has been at-
tended to.
Respectfully submitted.
FRANK BLAISDELL, M. D.,
CHARLES F. GEORGE,
Board of Health.
REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE
ROGERS FREE LIBRARY.
"Fifty-one new names have been added to the list of those
taking books from the library. The average circulation, 140,
is the same as last year. Less books have been donated than
in any previous year. There are, without doubt, stowed
away in the attics and closets of many of the houses in town,
books, pamphlets, and records that are of no practical use
to the owners, but may be of great value in preparing the
history of the town, a work that ought to be entered upon at
once. We invite you to donate such to the library. Most
of the towns around us have their histories in print. They
are now out of the market, and can be obtained only through
private parties. In preparing our history these will become
very helpful, and any person having such can confer a great
favor by furnishing them to the library. If not able to
donate, a reasonable price will be paid. Old sermons and
addresses delivered in the town, reports of public meetings,
agricultural and other societies, historical facts in print or
in writing deposited here will be safely kept, and may prove
of great benefit.
We annex a list of the books purchased and donated dur-










Number of books catalogued
Added during the year
Number taking books since library opened
Number of books taken out during the year
Average circulation .....
Eeceived from fines and sale of cards . $11.46
For book replaced .... 1.00
Expended for card slips . . . $2.00
Eebinding and replacing of books . . 4.50











Goffstown, Feb. 14, 1898.




Feb. To balance .... $18.54
Nov. 22. Eeceived from town treasurer . 183.60
1898.
Feb 14. Eeceived from librarian . 4.96
Ce.
1897.
Nov. 22. Paid Estes & Lauriat, for books $149.38
expressage . . . 1.80






List of books added to Eogers Free Public library during
the year 1897:
A Kentucky Cardinal, Allen, James Lane
Aftermath, a sequel to A Kentucky Cardinal, "
The Choir Invisible,
Summer in Arcady, " "
,
The Lone House, Barr, Amelia E.
The Sign of the Cross, Barrett, Wilson
Margaret Ogilvy, Barrie, J. M.
Sentimental Tommy, " "
Christowell, A Dartmoor Tale, Blackmore, Richard D.
Cripps the Carrier, a Woodland Tale, " "
Miss Archer Archer, Burnham, Clara Louise
The Christian, Caine, Hall
Doctor Luttrell's First Patient, Carey, Rosa Nouchette
Mrs. Romney, " " "
The Red Badge of Courage,
The Third Violet,





Cuba in War Time,




A Romance of Old New York,
In the Days of Drake,
The Honorable Peter Stirling,
Story of an Untold Love,
Hilda Strafford, a California story,






















The Coming of Chloe,
Lovice,




Noble Blood and a West Point Parallel,
A Singular Life,
Chapters from a Life,
In Buncombe County,
Charity Chance,
In the Smoke of War,
Quo Vadis, A narrative of the time of Nero,
Sienkiewicz, Henryk
A Marital Liability, Train, Elizabeth Phipp
Marion Berkley, Comins, Lizzie B.
The Barberry Bush, and other stories (juv.), Coolidge, Susan
Elinor Belden, or the Step-brothers, Lillie, Lucy C.
Phronsie Pepper, or the last of the "Five Little Peppers,"
Sidney, Margaret
Derrick (juv.), Yechton, Barbara
Bimbi, stories for children, Kamee, Louise de la
Bagged Dick series, 6 vols., Alger, Horatio, Jr.
Under Orders, Munroe, Kirk
Prince Dusty,
Cab and Caboose, " "
The Coral Ship,
The Fur-Seal's Tooth, story of Alaskan adventure, " "
Snowshoes and Sledges, sequel to above, " "
The White Conquerors, " "
Chuck Purdy, a story of New York, Stoddard, Wm. 0.











Guert Ten Eyck, a hero story,
The Captain's Boat,
Under Drake's Elag,
A March on London,
With Frederick the Great,













Plays (The Good-Natured Man, She Stoops
to Conquer, Scene from the Grumbler),
Poems,
The Bee, and other Essays,
The Citizen of the World, 2 vols.,
The Nut Culturist.
Myths and Legends of Our Own Land, 2 vols.
Among the Isles of Shoals, Thaxter, Celia
Equatorial America, Ballou, Maturin M.
This Country of Ours, Harrison, Benjamin
The 19th Century, a History, Mackenzie, Eobert
Lazy Tours in Spain and Elsewhere, Moulton, Louise Chandler
On the Nile with a Camera, Wilkin, Anthony
Old Concord, Her Highways and Byways, Sidney, Margaret
The Makers of Modern English, Dawson, W. J.
The American Eevolution, 2 vols., Fiske, John
Old Virginia and Her Neighbors, 2 vols.,
The American Commonwealth, 2 vols., Bryce, James
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Impressions of South America, Bryce, James
Eye Spy; Afield with Nature among Flowers and
Animate Things, Gibson, Win.
Camp Life and the Tricks of Trapping, " "
.Shrubs of Northeastern America, Newhall, Charles
Vines of Northeastern America, "
King Noanett, story of Old Virginia and Massachusetts Bay,
Stimson, F. J.
The Eegicides, a tale of Early Colonial Times,
Cogswell, Frederick H.
Women of Colonial and Eevolutionary Times:
Dolly Madison, Goodwin, Maud
Eliza Pinckney, Eavenal, Harriott Horry
Catherine Schuyler, Humphreys, Mary Gay
Mercy Warren, Brown, Alice
Martha Washington, Wharton, Anne Hollingsworth
Margaret Winthrop, Earle, Alice Morse
Literary Essays, 6 vols., Lowell, James Eussell
Latest Literary Essays, 2 vols.,
" " "
Poetical Works, 4 vols., " " "
Jerome, a Poor Man, Wilkins, Mary E.
Daisy Travers, or The Girls at Hive Hall, Samuels, Adelaide F.
Dorothy Draycott's To-Morrows, sequel to Sirs, Only Seven-
teen, Townshend, Virginia
Doctor Warrick's Daughters, Davis, Eebecca Harding
The Kentuckians, John Fox, Jr.
Kate Carnegie, Maclaren, Ian
King of the Broncos, and other stories of
New Mexico Lummis, Charles F.
The Enchanted Burro, stories of New Mex-
ico and South America, " "
New Mexico David, stories and sketches of
the Southwest,
Tramp Across the Continent, " "
The Little Lady of the Horse, Eaymond, Evelyn
The Mushroom Cave, " "
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Farnell's Folly, Trowbridge, J. T.
Through Thick and Thin, and The Midshipmen's Mess,
Seawell, Molly Eliot
List of books received by gift during the year and name of,
donor:
'
Albert Hazen: Semi-Centennial of Manchester, 1ST. H., and
dedication of the Weston Observatory.
James McClure: Poetical Works, Mrs. Hemans; Women
of the Bible, P. C. Headley; New Hampshire As It Is,
E. A. Charlton; Works of Flavius Josephus, Wm. Whiston;
Eollin's Ancient History, 2 vols.; Robert Burns's complete
works.
Goffstown Magazine Club: Magazines.
Mrs. A. L. Seton: One year's numbers of Peterson's maga-
zine.
The State of New Hampshire and Library Commissioners'
reports.
REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF CEM-
ETERIES.
We are pleased to note a growing interest each year in the
care of lots, both as regards the present and future.
We have received the present year the following legacies
toward the perpetual care fund: Mrs. Irene Patterson of
Methuen, Mass., $100; by the will of Mrs. Harriett Little of
Grasmere, $300.
At the west village the tomb, for which the town ^so gen-
erously voted the appropriation, has been constructed. We
feel to thank the citizens for so doing. We have endeavored
to construct a substantial and handsome structure, and one
we think a credit to the town, and which will be appreciated
in filling a long felt need.
We wish to thank the citizens generally for the interest







BY-LAWS OF THE TOWN OF GOFFSTOWN RELA-
TIVE TO THE CARE OF CEMETERIES. ADOPTED
MARCH 14, 1893.
Section 1. The Village and Center cemeteries, of the
town of Goffstown, shall be under the sole care, superintend-
ence, and management of a board of trustees, which shall
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consist of the chairman of the board of selectmen, the town
treasurer, and three citizens of the town of Goffstown; one
of said citizens to hold office for one year, one for two years,
and one for three years, and each year thereafter, at the
annual election in March, one trustee shall he elected, who
shall hold his office for the term of three years, all to serve
without pay.
Sect. 2. Said hoard of trustees shall annually, on the
third Tuesday of March, meet and organize by the choice of
a president; the town treasurer shall act as secretary and
treasurer of said hoard, shall furnish the said town a bond in
the sum of three hundred dollars, shall receive all applica-
tions for lots, and shall, under the direction of said board,
make and sign all deeds of said lots, shall pay into the town
treasury, on the first clay of each month, all sums of money
received on account of said cemeteries, and shall perform
such other duties in relation to said cemeteries as the said
board may from time to time require.
Sect. 3. Said board of trustees shall make such rules and
regulations for their own government, and for the govern-
ment of all subordinate officers by them appointed, as they
may deem expedient, and shall fix the price for which all lots
shall be sold. A majority of the board of trustees shall be
necessary to constitute a quorum for the transaction of busi-
ness.
Sect. 4. The proceeds of the sale of lots in said ceme-
teries shall be paid into the town treasury separate from any
other fund of the town, and subject to the order of said
board, and shall be devoted to the liquidation of all amounts
paid by the town on account of said cemeteries, either for
land or for the improvement and embellishment thereon,
under the direction of said board, who shall also have the con-
trol of any appropriation which may be made for the ceme-
teries by the town, and in case the revenue from the sale of
lots is insufficient for the needed repairs and necessary
expenditures, such balance shall be paid from the town treas-
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ury, by order of the selectmen on said town treasurer, when
the bill is approved by a majority of said board of trustees.
Sect. 5. The management of any donation or legacy that
has been or may be made to the town of Goffstown for the
pui^ose of insuring proper care and attention to any grave or
lot in either of said cemeteries in said town, and the avenues,
grounds, and inclosures connected therewith, shall be vested
in said board of trustees.
Sect. 6. Said trustees are hereby authorized to accept
any donation or legacy in the name and in behalf of said town
of Goffstown, when made in accordance with chapter -51,
General Laws, and when such donation or legacy is made in
accordance with the terms and conditions herein contained.
All funds thus accepted shall be invested in United States-
bonds, or state, county, or town securities within the New
England states, and the annual income thereof alone ex-
pended in performing the conditions attached to such dona-
tion or legacy.
Sect. 7. Said trustees shall not be required to make sep-
arate investments of the different sums accepted under the
by-law, but they shall apply the income or interest thereof
in as equitable a manner as practicable, as follows: First.
To keep in suitable and good repair and preservation the lot
of the donor, and monuments, tomb, fences, curbing, shrub-
bery, soil, and flowers thereon. Second. To allow the sur-
plus, if any, of such income or interest to accumulate for
such time as said trustees may deem expedient, or, in their
discretion to apply the same surplus, or any part thereof,
from time to time, in ornamenting and preserving the
grounds of the cemeteries.
Sect. 8. It shall be the duty of said treasurer to publish
each year, in the annual report of the town, a statement show-
ing the receipts and expenditures and condition of the funds
accepted under this by-law, his account being audited and
approved by the town auditors. The statement of the treas-
urer shall be accompanied by a report of the trustees, giving
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in detail their doings of the previous year, together with
such suggestions or recommendations as they may deem
useful.
Sect. 9. Said by-laws may he altered or amended by a
two thirds vote of the voters present at any legal meeting.
[Chapter 51, General Laws. Laws of 1893, chapter 68,
sections 1 and 2.]
EULES OF TRUSTEES GOVERNING SUPERINTEND-
ENT OF CEMETERY.
Rule 1. You are required to have the general oversight
and care of the yard, to restrain all disorderly persons, to
report at, once any damage done in said yard, and persons
committing the same.
Rule 2. You are to dig and refill all graves, to officiate
at burials in a gentlemanly and courteous manner, and render
such other assistance as may be required at such seasons.
Rule 3. You are required to remove all extra earth not
used in the refilling of graves to the dump or deposit within
four days, and also see that this rule is enforced in respect to
work done by others on lots, monuments, grading, etc., rela-
tive to all waste, debris, etc.
Rule 4. You are required to keep the gates of said yard
closed except when necessary for passage, and see that this
rule is enforced.
Rule 5. You are, once at least each season, to mow over,
cut and trim off all grass, weeds, thorns, bushes, etc., in the
part or parts of the yard not cared for by the owners of lots
or other parties.
Rule 6. You are to enter the name of each person
buried, with number of grave and range, in your record book
and in the alphabetical list in said record, and also mark the
same on the plan of the yard within twenty-four hours after
said burial.
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Eule 7. You are to report in full to the trustees, on or
before the fifteenth day of February of each year, the name,
age, residence, date of burial, and place of each person by
you buried, and such other facts as you may be in possession









RECORD OF INTERMENTS IN VILLAGE











Addie 6. McQuestion . .
.
Bertha M. McQuestion.
Newell K. Morgan ,









































* Put in tomb.
RECORD OF INTERMENTS IN GRASMERE
Name.
1 Infant of Ira C. Bartlett .
2 Fannie L. Collins
3 Edward A. Aiken
4 Eben W. Cram









14j Francis H. Stevens

























































Tubercular disease of bowels
Neuralgia of the heart
Drowning
Infantile marasmus





1897 Jan.". . 1G 3 4
" "
. 1!) 18 3
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« " 19 3 5
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. 19 49 4
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" Oct... 21 34 8
" Nov. . 20 51
'< "
. 30 33 2




















LEWIS H. HOIT, Superintendent of Burials.









Cancer of stomach [ease

















F. L. Gray ...
A. II . Parker
F. L. Wallace
A. H. Parker.




A. H. Parker .














GEORGE M. EATON, Superintendent of Burials.
REPORT OF TREASURER OF CEM-
ETERIES.
To the Trustees of Cemeteries:
Gentlemen: I herewith submit to you the annual report
of money received during the year ending February 15; 1898:
De.
Received for sale of lots and making and recording
deeds $51.50
Cb.
Paid George M. Eaton, labor and expense at Gras
mere cemetery ...
for making and recording deeds
Eand & Jenks, pipe and labor .
Charles Morgrage, labor and expense on fence
George Hadley, fixing bounds, etc. .
Lewis H. Hoitt, labor ....
register of probate, copy of Mrs. Harriet Little's
will .......
William Moore, cutting grass .














REPORT OF BOARD OF EDUCATION
OF THE INDEPENDENT DISTRICT.
To the Board of Education of the Town of' Goffstown:
In compliance with the statute we submit the following
report:
Number weeks schooling during the year ending Aug. 1,
1897, 35. The number of scholars enrolled, 196. Number
in high school, 38; grammar, 35; middle, 45; higher primary,
34; lower primary, 44. Average attendance in high school,
36; grammar, 30; middle, 38; higher primary, 31; lower
primary, 37.
The per cent of attendance is 91, the high school having
97, and the lower primary, 89. Of those in the lower pri-
mary 8 were under 6 years of age, and 12 were over 6 but less
than 7. Three are given as 8, 3 as 9, and 1 as 10. In the
higher primary the youngest scholar was 7 and the oldest 12.
In the middle school the youngest was 10 and the oldest 15.
In the grammar school the youngest was 11 years and 4
months and the oldest almost 19. In the high school the
youngest was 12 years and 8 months and the oldest 18.
The census taken in April, 1897, gives the whole number
between the ages of 5 and 16 residing in the district as 186.
Eighteen are reported as not attending school. Two of these
were over 15 years of age, and have ceased to attend school.
Of the remaining 16 all but 1 have since been in the school.
A class of five, Bessie Eand, Mabel Fletcher, Bertha Martin,
Josie Thompson, and Frank Seeton, graduated at the close
of the spring term—four girls and one boy. This is not only
about the average ratio in this school, but of other schools
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also. If in the near future women become the leaders in the
world's progress, it will he because they have honestly earned
the position by qualifying themselves for it.
The graduating exercises were held in the town hall, and
were well attended. The essays were well prepared and
pleasantly delivered, and bore testimony to the faithful work
of the teachers and to the ability of the scholars.
A pleasant reception was held at the same place on the
evening following the graduation. A goodly number of the
former graduates and many of the friends of the school were
present.
Early in the year a fair was held by the school, in the
interest of a school library. About $100 were raised. The
sum of $30 was expended in procuring some philosophical
apparatus, and the following books were purchased:
International Cyclopaedia, Crabb's Synonyms, Classical
Dictionary, Latin Lexicon, Dictionary of Greek and Roman
Biography and Mythology, Historical Eeference Book,
Parker's How to Teach Geography, McCormick's Practical
Work in Geography, Kidd's Vocal Culture, Buckley's Fairy
Land of Science, Bartlett's Quotations, Phillips's Classical
Atlas, Webster's Unabridged Dictionary, Harrison's This
Country of Ours.
Several other books have been presented, and a nucleus for
a good library is thus begun.
To accommodate these books a bookcase has been procured
and placed in the high school room. Another bookcase with
glass doors has been built in the recitation room, in which are
kept the books furnished by the town. They have hereto-
fore been piled up in a closet where they could with difficulty
be found and made available for use. They are now more
safely kept and more easily reached, while the closet vacated
by their removal furnishes a convenient place for the philo-
sophical apparatus.
About a .week before the winter term was to close, the
boiler generating the steam for heating the house sprung
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aleak, and a new boiler was procured. Experience had proved
that the old boiler was inadequate to the work required of it.
Since it had been placed in the building two rooms had been
added, and a larger boiler was needed. One more than
double the capacity of the old one was put in, and it has
warmed the whole building' without trouble the coldest day
•of the present winter. This test of its capacity is sufficient
to prove that hereafter reasonably warm rooms may be
expected.
Mr. Charles Crooks had charge of the high school the first
term of the year. On account of ill health he resigned, and
with the second term, Mr. Henry Stark was elected to suc-
ceed him. Mr. Stark had no experience in teaching. He
has, however, met with gratifying success. He has met the
expectations of his friends, has won the confidence and
respect of the scholars who, under his instruction, have made
commendable progress. He has been assisted by Miss
Bertha Pattee, of whom we have spoken in previous reports.
The experience of the past year confirms our high estimation
of her as a refined, intelligent lady and a competent teacher.
Miss Flint had charge of the grammar school during the
year, and the class graduating from her room and entering
the high school bore testimony to the thoroughness of her
instruction. ISTo class ever left the room with better knowl-
edge of history.
Miss Page in the middle rouin, and Misses Estes and
Warren in the two primaries remained through the year.
Twelve scholars from outside the district have attended one
or more terms during the year.
The year commencing with September, 1897, opens with
the full complement of scholars, 180. Some changes in the
corps of teachers have occurred. Miss Page resigned, and
was succeeded by Miss Gertrude J. Green at the commence-
ment of the year. Miss Green is a graduate of the normal
school, and is an earnest, intelligent teacher. She loves her
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work and her scholars, and they love her. We hope for good
results from her labors.
At the close of the fall term Miss Flint resigned, and was
succeeded by Miss Edna A. Allison. Miss Allison is also a
graduate of the normal school, and promises to be an excel-
lent teacher. These changes in the corps of teachers affect
the order and progress of the school, especially so in the
rooms where the changes occur. We think, however, steady
improvement can be seen, and that in all the rooms good
work is being clone.
The good reputation of the school has been maintained,
as is evidenced by the attendance of twelve outside scholars.
Many of the parents show their interest by their visits. We
are compelled to use the word "parents" as a synonym of
"mothers." We feel assured that the presence of the fathers








LIST OF PERFECT ATTENDANCE.
One term: Harry Blanch ette, Albert R. Choate, Harry S.
Parker, Calvin L. Jenks, James Rogers, Herbert Rogers,
Andrew J. Sargent, E. Odlin Stevens, Lulu A. Swett, Linnie
M. Tebbetts, George Towns, Reuben W. Carlton, Fred H.
Colby, Mary W. Bean, Jesse M. Evans, Wade H. Knowl-
ton, Harly L. Stevens, Florence S. Luscomb, Theo L. Dodge,
Sadie M. Foss, Florence A. Marden, Ray C. Brown, Elmer
Flanders, Joseph B. Gage, Verna L. Jenks, Ethel M. Paul,
Marjorie A. Rowell, Achsah L. Sargent, Edith M. Seeton,
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Ernest Stinson, Florence E. Snow, Orrin Nichols, Archie
Brown, Ward Eichards, Will B. Grant, Gordon Thompson,
Eva Bell, Willie Blaisdell, Charles S. Cram, Ernest E. Pierce,
Edith I. Jenks, Daniel Campbell, Eoss V. Seeton, Madge B.
Curtis, Edith M. Harden, Etta L. Chase, Mabel Barnard,
Ad die Corlis, Mabel Fletcher, Grace Smith, Percy Blaisdell,
Harry Cotter, George Vance, Emma L. Eoot.
Two terms: George S. Brown, Will F. Parker, Mary E.
McCullom, Helen M. Seeton, E. Jesse Nichols, Maggie M.
Gage, Harry Marclen, George A. Perley, Harold B. Phelps,
Harry V. Eichards, Ethel B. Fletcher, Emma E. Harrington,
Minnie M. Moore, Ernest H. Snow, Ellen C. Gregg, M.
Estella Thompson, Mary Hadley, Maud Hoyt, Marion Mc-
Cullom, M. Elsie Moore, Flora Page, Zetta Page, Edith Smith,
Garrie E. Gove, Janet F. Mills, Josie Thompson.
Three terms: Johnson W. Harrington, Nathan H. Lus-
coinb, E. Odlin Stevens, Mildred Dow, Anna Flarrington,
Grace L. Eichards, Sadie B. Luscomb.
REPORT OF THE SCHOOL BOARD OF
THE TOWN DISTRICT.
The school hoard would submit the following:
The schools the past year have been fairly prosperous.
We note a growing interest in some sections of the town in
our schools, both on the part of our citizens and scholars.
The parents realize that their children must be better edu-
cated than in the past to take the positions they should in
life, and the scholars are to a good degree showing true
scholarship, and manhood and womanhood by their deport-
ment and behavior. Oar teachers have labored hard for the
success they have attained, and it would have been better
could certain things be overcome. First, some of our schol-
ars should appreciate the advantages and attend school as
they should. The parents should attend to this matter, and
see that their children are at school, and not allow them to
be out on so slight a pretext. If things do not go just as
your boy or girl wishes at school, and they flare up and say,
"will not go to school any more," "don't like the teacher/'
you should see that that child goes to school, and allow no
such talk. It is a great help to a teacher to know that he is
sustained and has the co-operation of the parents.
The idea of fewer schools has for some time been in the
mind of the committee, and it seems practicable, and we
think better results might be secured. The schools would
be larger and more interest taken. We regret exceedingly
the acts of vandalism in the breaking into the schoolhouses,
and loss of books and other property, and should the guilty
' parties ever be discovered they will be brought to justice.
We would recommend the raising of sufficient money to
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run our schools thirty weeks, and re-insure tin* school build-
ings at Grasmere.
MOUNTAIN'.
First term taught by Miss Grace M. Shearer. Second
term taught by Miss Minnie A. Richards. Third term
taught by William P. Hadley. School small; attendance
good; good progress made in all the terms.
Perfect Attendance.—One term: Helen E. Pierce,
George A. Palmer.
KENNEDY HILL.
All three terms taught by Miss Edith M. Pierce. In this
district parents, teacher, and scholars work together for the
best interest of the school, and the usual interest manifest
in school has not been lacking this year. Although we miss
some of our older scholars from the schoolroomj we were
pleased with the improvement made by those remaining.
An unusually large number from this school are attending
higher institutions.
Perfect Attendance.—Three terms: Cora Kendrick.
Two terms: Horace Roberts, Alice Roberts.
One term: Shirley Roberts, Charles Kendrick, Arthur
Bartlett.
MAST EOAD.
The spring term was taught by Miss Annie R. Flanders.
Teacher and scholars labored for the welfare of the school.
The examination at the close of the term was very good.
The fall and winter terms were taught by Miss Libbie
Badger. This was Miss Badger's first school. A very good
degree of improvement was manifest.
Peefect Attendance.1—Two terms: Willie W. Plumer,
Arthur B. Cranshaw, Lawrence Cranshaw.
One term: Ernest K. Barnard.
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EAST PART.
All three terms taught by G-. F. Farley, whose experience
as an instructor, together with a tact for the work, makes him
a fine instructor, and the scholars made good progress in
their studies.
Perfect Attendance.—One term: Arthur H. Blaisdell,
Herman L. Pollard, Grace M. McDuffie, Norris G. Wheeler.
(
tebbetts hill.
Spring term was successfully taught by Miss Gertrude E.
Quimby.
Fall term taught by Miss Georgia E. Cram was a decided
success, as her former terms taught in town have been.
Winter term was taught by Miss Alberta H. Jones. This
was Miss Jones's first attempt as a teacher, and we think that
she endeavored to do her duty to the school, and we hope that
good progress was made.
Perfect Attendance.—One term: Beulah L. Cleveland,
Lucy E. Beard, Rollo C. Beard, Ethel G. Cleveland, Benny
H. Beard, William H. Straw.
GRASMERE GRAMMAR.
Spring term taught by Miss Elizabeth M. Eaton showed
that the time had been profitably spent.
Fall term was taught by Miss Alice A. Quimby, who tried
hard to make the term a success and attained commendable
results.
Winter term taught by Miss Myra E. Knowlton. The
school appeared to have made excellent progress, not only in
the amount but in the quality of the work done.
Perfect Attendance.—Two terms: Ida Merrill, Mima
Merrill, Anna R. Copp, Etta B. Copp.
One term: Bertha Gould, Edith Sweetser, Etta M. Annis,
Frank W. Moran, Willis H. Merrill, Alonzo Perkins, Albert
Greer, Sarah E. Derbyshire, Ina Merrill.
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GRASMERE PRIMARY.
Spring term was taught by Miss Mae B. Tirrell, who pos-
sesses a rare tact for the instruction of children. The schol-
ars made good progress in their studies.
Fall and winter terms taught by Miss Annie E. Flanders,
who labored faithfully. The examinations showed that the
time had been profitably spent.
Perfect Attendance.—Three terms: Guy Annis, Flor-
ence Greenwood, Maurice Greenwood.
Two terms: Menta B. Libbey, Fred Welch, Clarissa G.
Hall, Edith 0. Hall, Mildred Jones, Ethel F. Vining.
One term: Bertha I. Merrill, Mina B. Lord, Clarence S.
Lord, Emma S. Derbyshire, Leona Greenwood.
PATTEE HILL.
All three terms were taught by Miss Grace F. Francis. She
secured the confidence and respect of both parents and
scholars, and the scholars made good progress under her
instructions.
Perfect Attendance.—Two terms: Fred E. Bichardson,
Carl B. Pattee, Leigh F. Woodman.
One term: Dora M. Blaisdell, Bichard H. Libbey, Maude S.
Kidder.
Parker's.
Two terms taught by Miss Alice Richards, who had taught
this school several terms before. Miss Bichards taught a
good school. Her system and methods of instruction are
commendable.
Winter term taught by Miss Lena M. Mudgett. Miss
Mudgett is a thorough worker in school, and labors hard for
the welfare of her scholars, and good improvement was mani-
fest in those who attended school as they should. The irreg-
ular attendance in this school must be stopped.
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Pekfect Attendance.—Two terms: Charles E. Bailey,.
Walter Emerson, Charles Emerson, Willie Emerson, Ira L.
Mudge, Aclclie C. Mndge.
One term: Eoy W. Bailey, Eva R. Bailey, Adah Belle
Mudge, Ida May Foote, Ralph H. Hoit.
PAIGE HILL.
All three terms were taught by Miss Mary E. Fletcher.
Miss Fletcher maintained her former record. The exam-
inations at the close of each term showed that both teacher
and scholars had labored for the best interest of the school.
Perfect Attendance.—Three terms: Florence E. Paige,
Bertha R. Paige, Fred H. Colby.
Two terms: Nettie J. Hammond, George H. Gilmore.




































































Henry H. Stark . .
.
Bertha M. Pattee .
Edna A. Allison .
Gertrude J. Greene
Mabel M. Estes ....
Mary A. Warren .
Grace M. Sherer .
Minnie A. Richards














Alice A . Quimby . .
.

































































































Received of former treasurer, repair money
school money









town of New Boston for tuition
Paid Miss Annie R. Flanders, teaching
Miss Mary E. Fletcher, teaching
Miss Grace F. Francis, teaching
Miss Edith M. Pierce, teaching
Miss Grace M. Shearer, teaching
Miss Alice Richards, teaching .
Miss Gertrude E. Quimhy, teaching
Mr. G. F. Farley, teaching
Miss Elizabeth M. Eaton, teaching-
Miss Mae B. Tirrell, teaching .
Miss Georgia E. Cram, teaching
Miss Libbie M. Badger, teaching
Miss Minnie Richards, teaching
Miss Alice A. Quimby, teaching
Mr. Willie P. Hadley, teaching .
Miss Lena Mudgett, teaching .































Paid Miss Myra Knowlton, teaching .
George P. Hadley, taking enumeration
H. E. Bartlett, carrying scholars
Blaisdell & Co., printing enumeration cards
Eand & Jenks, stove and pipe .
George Pattee, services as treasurer .
for wood ......
for repairs, cleaning and care of school
houses ......











Balance in hands of treasurer . . . . $196.36
GEOEGE PATTEE,
Treasurer.
I have carefully examined the account of the treasurer,
































Homer Hopkins Nute . .
.
Donald Benjamin Swett.



























Henry John Uphain. . .
.
Clark Peter Jones. .
.
Angus Merrill












































28 22 Shirley M. Johnson . .
.
27 23 John B. Carraway
31 Berton Perkins
27 Herbert Richards
29 22 Samuel G. Nute
29 27 Eddy P.. Swett
33 32 Charles K. Mudge
29 2l!William H. Moore
32 33 J. Arthur Richards...
32 31 Samuel K. Tibbetts. ..
232S William I. Royce
34 31 Charles E. Young
35 35 George A. McQuesten.
31131 Edward A. Hadley. . - -
,30*30 Frank A. Parker
24 Michael J. Hart . .
.
23 Fred E. Wyman . .
Fred C. Fellows...
32 Fred C. Hall
31jFrank Johnson. . .
201Arthur P. Snow .
.
341 Walter P. Pattee...
17 iJohn W. Sunwell . .
29|William J. Curney.
23jJohn Basha
24 George L. Upham..
26'Delvar D. Wood..
29 Peter Jones


















Henry M. A. Beard.
Herbert E. Rowe . .
*At last birthday.
I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the
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Maud C. Canron. . .
.
















Mary E. Hastings.. .
Emma M. Hadley . .













Lum'r deal'r fain'r HopkinLon.
Jos'eA. Schnauder.. New Hampshire.
Alice M. Beedy
Goffstown W. Randolph, Vt.
Lewiston, Me.Goffstown
Annie R. Campbell .
Waterville, Me
Nellie A. Colby
Lizzie A. Sanborn. . .
Hattie L. Kidder . . .
Hooksett.
Nora A. Richardson





Nellie F. Copp " Bradford, Vt.
best of my knowledge and belief.
FRANK JOHNSON, Town Clerk.




























































Ida F. Richardson . .
William J. Marshall.
Vinnie E. Watson . .


































































I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the
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TOWN FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1897.
Names of parents. Birthplace of
parents.
Occupation.
Name, residence, and official
station of person by whom
married.
Uriah Hall Nova Scotia
David A. Paige Goffstown .
.







Edmund S. Snow .
Edwin Chase
Ezra L. Corlis ....















































1st Rev. J. D. Folsom,
" iRev. J. A. Bailey,
"
i
Rev. W. S. Randall,
"d Rev. H. H. Wentworth,
Rev. J. A. Bailey,
Rev. T. Eaton Clapp,
Rev. J. A. Bailey,
Rev. H. H. Wentworth,
Rev. H. H. Wentworth,
Rev. W. S. Randall,
Rev. N. L. Colby,

















best of my knowledge and belief.
FRANK JOHNSON, Town Clerk.
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DEATHS REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF GOFFS-
Name and surname















! Goffstown Elizibeth Boardman
Edith G. Moore
Robert Richards
Jane S. Caldwell. . .
.




AIniira M. Corey .
.
Fannie H. Beard .
Mary A. Balch 83,
Addie G. McQuesten 35
Samuel Orr
Mary E. Goodwin ..
Bertha M.McQuesteD
John Tewksbury . . .
Lucian E. Stearns. . .
Hannah Tewksbury.





















6 New Hampshire .
.


























































TOWN FOR THE YEAR END1NO DECEMBER 31, 1897.
Place of birth.
Father. Mother.




Thomas Boardman. . .
.




J. Arthur Richards.. .
.
Lyndeborough Lydia Proctor
Eliz'h F. T Howard
George A. McQuesten.
Jonathan Flanders. . .
























Disease or cause of death.
Occupation of
father.*
Name and P. O. address of physi-















Apendicitis, complicating labor. .
Natural causes
Blood poison
Cancer of stomach and liver
Gangrene of foot and Bright's disease
Apoplexy
Drowning














Dr. C. B. Sturtevant, Manchester.
















Dr. E. B. Swett, Grasmere.
Dr. Frank Blaisdell, Goffstown.
Dr. E. B. Swett, Grasmere.
Dr. Charles F. George, Goffstown.
Dr. E. B. Swett, Grasmere.
Dr. Charles F. George, Goffstown.
Mechanic Dr. Frank Blaisdell, Goffstown.
Dr. E. B. Swett, Grasmere.
Dr. Frank Blaisdell, Goffstown.
Dr. Charles F. George, Goffstown.
Dr. Frank Blaisdell, Goffstown.
Dr. Charles F. George, Goffstown.
Dr. E. B. Swett, Goffstown.
Dr. Charles F. George, Goffstown
.
Dr. Frank Blaisdell, Goffstown.
Dr. E. B. Swett, Grasmere.
Dr. Frank Blaisdell, Goffstown.
Dr. Charles F. George, Goffstown
* If deceased was under fifteen years of age.
I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the
best of my knowledge and belief.
FRANK JOHNSON, Town Clerk.
VALUATION AND TAXES.
Total Total Total TotalNAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n. Tax. NAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n. Tax.
District No. 1. 3 carriages, 200
Austin, D. B. stock in trade. 200
1 poll, 100
%a land, 2 houses
9a Taggart land 700
4a Paige field, 200
and barn, 1500 1600 25 70 ISa Brown land &
Austin, D. B. & J. ice house, 600 4820 74 57
W. Story Barnard, David
%a land & bdg 1150 18 47 y3a land & bdg, 1350 21 68
Aiken, S. 0. Barnard, Charles H.
1 poll, 100 1 poll, 100
%a lnd & bdg, 1050 1150 18 47 %a land & bdg, 1100 1200 19 26
Andrews, George E. Barnard, C. H. Mrs.
1 poll, 100 1 61 Holt land, 200 3 21
Abbott, Walter S. Barnard, Arthur,
1 poll, 100 1 61 1 poll, 100 1 61
Baron, Frank Bell, Ira L.
1 poll, 100 1 26 1 poll, 100
Baron, Frank, Mrs. %a land & bdg, 770 870 13 97
8a land & bdg, 650 Bell, Ira B.
1 cow, 24 674 8 46 1 poll, 100
Bean, Francis y±a land & bdg, 800 900 14 45
1 poll, 100 Bell, George A.
%a land & bdg 800 1 poll, 100
1 horse, 80 980 15 74 70a land & bdg 600
Bean, Charles 1 horse, 50
1 poll, 100 1 cow, 24 774 9 72
2-3a land & bdg, 500 600 9 63 Blaisdell, C. J. K.,
Bailey, Charles E. Mrs.
1 poll, 100 1 61 Y2a land & bdg, 1450
Bailev, William i/
2a land & bdg, 800
1 poll, 100 1 61 12a land, 200 2450 38 63
Baleh, Charles S. Blaisdell, E. A.
1 poll, 100 1 poll, 100
y2a land & bdg, 600 %a land & bdg-, 1600
1 horse, 20 720 11 56 store and hall, 1400
Barnard, Charles G. stock in trade, 1000 4100 65 81
1 poll, 100 Blaisdell, A. J.,
la land & bdg, 2400 Mrs., guardian






Tax. NAMES AND VALUATION.








2a land & bdg, 1450
Sa land, 400







4a land & bdg, 1200
%a, house lot 350












187a lnd & bdg, 3000






Bidwell, E. S., Mrs.


























































%a land & bdg,
Carraway, J. B.
1 poll, 100










y2a land & bdg, 3000
Carlton, A. M., Mrs.










14a land & bdg, 1450
Russell place, 800








la land & bdg, 2200
Caldwell, Wal'ce, h'rs
l%a land & bdg
Christie, S. M.




%a land & bdg, 1500
Campbell, A. M.
1 poll, 100




































NAMES AND VALUATION. TotalVal'n.
Total






8a land & bdg, 1700 y8a land & bdg, 900
2 horses, 170 stock in trade, 150 1150 18 47
1 Precinct bond, 1000 Dodge & Barnard
11a Eichards lncl 100 5070 81 12 stock in trade, 3150 50 57
Conner, James H. Dodge, John G.
1 poll, 100 1 61 1 poll, 100
Conner, J. H., Mrs. 11a land & bdg, 3200
y.,a land & bdg, 800 12 84 4 horses, 300 3600 56 73
Cram, B. H. Dodge, C. L.
1 poll, 100 1 poll, 100 1 01
48a land & bdg, 1000 Dubois, William H.
2 horses, 70 1 poll, 100 1 61
1 cow, 22 Dubois, Jennie, Mrs.
2 other stock, 20 1212 15 21 building,
t
500 8 03
Cram, E. W., heirs Dubois, F. C.
34a land & bdg, 500 1 poll, 100
1 horse, 26 526 8 63 1 horse, 60 160 2 56
Cram, Orrin W. Davis, Charles L.
1 poll, 100 1 61 1 poll, 100
Cram, Charles A. 1 house lot, 200
1 poll, 100 1 horse, 70 370 5 94
1 horse, 50 150 2 42 Davis, W. C.
Carr, E. P. & C. B. 1 poll, 100
2 polls, 200 12a land &bdg, 600
28Sa lnd & bdg, 6300 1 horse, 20
4 horses, 250 1 cow, 24 744 9 36
9 cows, 208 Dustin, Walter E.
S other stock, 130 7088 103 97 1 poll, ' 100
Carr, Fannie, Mrs. s/4a land & bdg, 1400
2a land & bdg, 1850 29 70 10a land, 170
Corliss, George E. 1 horse, 50
1 poll, 100 1 cow, 24
la land & bdg, 1100 1 carriag*e, 50 1794 2S IS
4a B land, 150 Dustin, Emily, Mrs.
1 horse, 60 1410 22 13 1 Precinct bond 1000 16 05
Condon, F. A. Dow, James E.
hotel, 2800 1 poll, 100 1 61
2 horses, 60 Dow, William H.
1 cow, 24 2884 46 28 1 poll, 100 1 61
Condon, F. C. Dufranse, Dennis
1 poll, 100 1 61 1 poll, 100
Clough, Eliza, Mrs. 2 horses, 40 140 1 76
iy3a lnd & bdg, 2000 Eaton, George M.
1 horse, 20 2020 32 46 4a lnd on Bog road, 200 2 51
Curtis, Harry E. Foote. Alonzo
1 poll, 100 1 poll, 100 1 61
la land & bdg, 600 Foote, Sarah, Mrs.
1 horse, 30 730 11 73 14a land & bdg, 300 4 82
Correy, William Foss, Joseph 0.
1 poll, 100 1 poll, 100
1 horse, 50 150 2 42 %a land & bdg, 850 950 15 26
Dearborn, Frank S. Foss. Charles H.
1 poll, ' 100 1 poll, 100 1 61
VALUATION AND TAXES.
NAMES AND VALUATION. TotalVal'n.
Total
Tax.
NAMES AND VALUATION. TotalVal'n.
Total
Tax.
Flanders, F. B. 1 poll, 100
i/
2a hid & bdg & lnd %a land & bdg, 1600
near cemetery, 1200 19 26 2 horses, 50 1750 28 10
Flanders, F. C. Grady, Homer E.,hr's
1 poll, 100 1 61 y4a land & bdg, 650 10 44
Flanders, Win. P. Greer, Ernest E.
1 poll, 100 1 61 1 poll, 100 1 01
Flanders, W. C, Mrs. George, Charles F.
i/
2a land & bdg, 600 9 63 1 poll, 100
Fletcher, Lizzie, Mrs. 2 horses, 100 200 3 21
y3a land & bdg, 400 6 42 George, Reb'ca, Mrs.
Fletcher, J. F. la land & bdg, 2800 44 94
1 poll, 100 1 61 Gage, Mary, heirs
Farley,. F. E. 2a land & bdg, 2500 40 13
1 poll, 100 1 61 Gage, Ira A.
Ferson, Charles F. 1 poll, 100 1 01
1 poll, 100 1 61 Gilman, G. W.
Frashure, 0. P., Mrs. 1 poll, 100 1 61
i/
2a land & bdg, 800 Gould, John W.
1 horse, 30 830 13 33 1 poll, 100
Ferson, J. P. la land & bdg, 1500
blacksmith shop, 750 12 05 1 horse, 80 1680 26 96
Flanders, George E. Gage, W. S. ,
1 poll, 100 1 61 1 poll, 100 1 61
Flanders, Mary, Mrs. Gage, Elmer
y2a land & bdg, 900 14 45 1 poll, 100 1 61
Goodhue, W. S. Goffstown Meat Co.
1 poll, 100 stock in trade, 100
i/
8a land & bdg, 900 1000 16 05 1 horse, 20 120 1 93
Grant, David Hayford, George
la land & bdg, 900 14 45 1 poll, 100
Grant, C. D. 1 house lot, 150 250 4 OS
1 poll, 100 Hadley, Sabra B.Mrs.
la land & bdg, 800 900 14 45 21a land & bdg, 2300
Grant, H. D. %a lnd, h'se lot 200
1 poll, 100 money at int. 6950 9450 151 65
1 house lot, 150 250 4 02 Hadlev, Frank
Goffstown Heating & 1 poll. 100
Lighting Co. 10a land, 300
stock in trade, 900 14 45 1 cow, 24 424 6 SC
Gregg, Charles H. Hadley, H. H., heirs
1 poll, 100 y2a land & bdg, 3200 51 3C
34a land & bdg, 800 Hadlev, Charles C.
1 horse, 60 1 poll, 100
1 house lot, 80 1040 16 71 150a lnd & bdg, 3000
Greg'g, Lewis 2 horses, 90
1 poll, 100 1 61 11 cows, 240
Gregg, Hannah, 3 other stock, 30 3460 43 42
Mrs., guardian Hadley, M. A., Miss
bank stock, 797 12 SO la land & bdg, 3400
Gregg, Hannah, Mrs. 1 cow, 24
]/ta land & bdg, 1200 19 26 money at int. 4000 7424 119 It
Goodwin, E. W. Hadley, S. B. &
VALUATION AND TAXES.























la land & bdg,
Hadley, Alvin & Co.
4a land & bdg, 1500
stock in trade, 2755
1 horse, 20
mill & mach'ry 2500
Hadley, G. P.
l-3a house lot,
Hart, W. H. H.
1 poll, 100







sa land & bdg, 1200










%a land & bdg,
Hoitt, D. W.
1 poll, 100
100a lnd & bdg, 4200
5 horses, . 300
13 cows, 312
4 other stock, 50
Hoitt, G. H.
1 poll,









Hall, A. J., Mrs.
la land & bdg,
Hall, R. F., Miss
34a land & bdg
Hill, Albert E.

























stock in trade, S00
Ireland, Lu'a, Mrs.
x/4a land & bdg, 750






5a land & bdg, 2000
Jenks, A. M.
1 poll, 100
14a land & bdg, 700
Jenks, George E.










30a land & bdg, 3000











2a land & bdg, 2600
8a Austin land, 500
10a Butterfi'd Id, 500
i/,a Richards pi, 1200
50a Pattee lnd, 1000
la Adams place, 2000






























Total Total. Total TotalNAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n. Tax. NAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n. Tax.
3 horses, 100 150a lnd & bdg, 3000
12 cows, 264 2 horses, 160
11 other stock, 110 9274 147 45 2 cows, 44 3304 41 47
Johnson, Rod., Mrs. Lufkin, Almon, heirs
ysa land & bdg, 1500 24 08 y2a land & bdg, 1800 28 89
Johnson, Ernest Livingston, Lu'a,Mrs.
1 poll, 100 20a land & bdg, 300 4 82
1 horse, 50 150 2 42 Ladd, Mary, Mrs.
Johnson, Frank %a land & bdg, 300 4 82
1 poll, 100 1 61 Luscomb, F. B.
Johnson, S. D. & S. M. 1 poll, 100 1 61
ysa land & bdg, 1600 25 6S Luscomb, M., Mrs.
Johnson, S. M. 34a land & bdg, 1450 23 28
stock in trade, 1300 20 87 Loxton, H. H.
Johnson, S. D. y8a land & bdg, 1000
40a Tag-gart land, 500 6 33 ysa land & bdg, 500 1500 24 OS
K. of P. LaFrance, John
14a land & bdg, 3500 56 IS 1 poll, 100 1 61
Kendall, K. LaFrance, Frank
1 poll, 100 1 poll, 100 1 61
14a land & bdg, 2500 Lueian, John B.
1-3 Warren h, 500 ysa land & bdg, 800 12 84
2a land near P. Lawrence, Frank
Jones, 200 1 poll, 100 1 61
1 horse, 80 Mills, E. J.
1 carriag'e, 70 1 poll, 100 1 61
stock in bank, 1994 Mills, F. P.
money at int. 2200 7644 122 70 1 poll, 100
Kendall, Frank 1 horse, 40
1 poll, 100 1 cow, 18 15S 2 53
i/
sa land & bdg, 1800 1900 30 50 Mills, E. W.
Kendall, Hadl'y & Co. 1 poll, 100 1 61
land, 1000 Mills, F. B.
mill & mach'y, 7500 2 horses, ' 80
stock in trade, 6000 stock in trade, 100 ISO 2 89
2 1/0a land & bdg, 900 Marden, J. F.
house lots, 300 15700 252 00 1 poll, 100
Kidder, Samuel %a land & bdg, 1800
1 poll, 100 1 horse, 60 1960 31 48
money at int. 50 150 2 42 Miller, William F.
Kidder, Prudence, 1 poll, 100 1 61
Miss Miller, B. F.
%& land & bdg, 600 9 63 1 poll, 100 1 61
Kidder, Leon'd, Mrs. Miller, Hannah, Mrs.
y2 a land & bdg, 1300 20 87 la land & bdg, 600 9 63
Ke~nney,M. V. B., Mrs. Moore, William
y8a land & bdg, 650 10 05 1 horse, 50 SI
Kidder, W. H. Moore & Campbell
14a land & bdg, 400 5 02
,
blacksmith shop, 850
Little, S. W. stock in trade, 200 1050 16 86
%a. 200 3 21 Moore, F. T.
Little, Daniel 1 poll, 100
1 poll, 100 i/,a land & bdg, 2000 2100 33 71
VALUATION AND TAXES.
NAMES AND VALUATION. Total
Val'n.
Total





Moore, Grin, heirs Merrill, Dana, Mrs. 'i
H2*-* ...£.;
y,a land & bdg, 3500 l-5a land & bdg, "800 12 S4
%& Id & 2 h'ses, 1400 4900 78 65 Merrill, H. W.
Moore, Ervin 1 poll, 100
1 poll, 100 70a land & bdg, 900
14a land & bdg\ 1200 1300 20 87 1 horse, 60 1060 13 31
Moore, William H. Merrill, A. H.
1 poll, 100 1 61 1 poll, 100
Moore, Charles C. money at int. 600 700 11 24
1 poll, 100 1 61 Merrili, A. H., Mrs.
Moore, John E. money at interest, 400 6 42
1 poll, 100 1 61 Merrill, Morris, A.
Moore, Fred L. 1 poll, 100 1 61
1 poll, 100 1 61 Moses, Leroy
Moore. William. C. 1 poll, 100 1 61
1 poll, 100 1 61 Murphy, John
Moore, Arthur F. 1 poll, 100
1 poll, 100 1 61 16a land & bdg, 700
McCollom, C. E. 1 horse, 20
1 poll, 100 2 cows, 40 860 12 03
Sa land & bdg, 3000 Murphv, J. J.
2-10a land &^2 1 poll, 100 1 26
cottages, 1500 4600 73 84 Murphy, Timothy
Mceollom, C. E. Mrs. 1 poll, 100 1 26
l-3a land & bdg-, 1500 24 OS Murphv. Dennis
Morgrage, Charles 1 poll' 100 1 26
16a land & bdg, 1700 Mclntire, J. C. &
1 horse, 40, W. H. Harrington
money at int. 500 2240 26 33 2 polls, 200
Morgrage, A. J. i/sa land & bdg, 1000 1200 19 25
1 poll,
" 100 McQuestion', George
3a land & bdg, 1750 1 poll, 100
l-10a land & bg, 450 Voa land & bdg, 1100 1200 19 26
1 horse, 70 2370 38 23 Mack, Mary, Mrs.
Morgrage, D. V. ysa land & bdg, 100 1 61
1 poll, 100 1 61 Morgan, E. P.
Morgrage, Wm. B. 1 poll, 100
1 poll, 100 1 61 shop, 100
Meron, George stock in trade, 300 500 8 03
1 poll, 100 1 61 MeFarden
Martin, S. T. 1 poll, 100 1 61
1 poll, 100 Nichols, Jesse, Mrs.
i/
±a land & bdg, 1000 10a land, 60 75
office, 100 Nesmith, Jane, Mrs.
1 horse, 80 la land & bdg, 1500 24 OS
1 cow, 24 Nesmith, J. W.
stock in trade 100 1404 22 54 1 poll, 100 1 61
Martin, F. B. Neal. James
1 poll, 100 1 poll, 100
la land, 150 ysa land & bdg, 2200 2300 36 92
1 horse, 30 280 4 49 Neal, Amos H.
Morse, Celia, Mrs. 1 poll, 100 1 61
Via land & bdg, 900 14 45 Oliver. J. G.
VALUATION AND TAXES.
NAMES AND VALUATION. Total
Val'n.
Total





%a land & bdg, 1000 1 poll, 100 1 61
1 horse, 36 1036 16 63 Prichard, W. G.
Oliver, Frank 1 poll, 100 1 61
1 poll, 100 Prichard, C. A., Mrs.
1 horse, 60 160 2 56 y8a land & bdcr, 1700 27 29
Ordwav, G. E. Parker, J. M. &D. A.
1 poll!, 100 1 61 & K. Kendall
Orclway, Moses 5 houses on Mill
1 poll', 100 1 61 street, 37G0
Paige, F. E. 10a land, shop,
1 poll, 100 & storehouse, 3600 7300 117 IT
house lot, 100 Parker, D. A. & Son
60a land & bdg, 750 & Kendall &
stock in trade, 1000 1950 28 68 Stark
Paige, George A. la land & 4 hotises,
1 poll, 100 1 61 paint shop, 3400 54 57
Paige, Isaac J. Parker & Morgrag-e
1 poll, 100 2a Colburn place, 1000 16 05
%a land & bdg, 1650 Parker, Mary, Mrs.
4a Eobie land, 200 14a land & bdg, 3000
1 horse, 50 stock in banks, 786
5 cows, 124 money at int. 6000 9786 156 or
1 other stock, 18 2142 33 69 Parker, A. H.
Paige, G. W. 1 poll, 100
1 poll, 100 a4a land & bdg, 500
i/
2a land & bdg, 1300 2 horses, 150
1 horse, 40 1 carriage, 100 S50 13 65
2 cows, 48 1488 23 89 Parker Brothers
Paige Brothers store, barn, &
Blood block, 2000 shed, 4000
block n'r br'ge, 1000 3000 4S 18 stock in trade, 9500
Paige, Jonas, heirs grist mill, 3500
la land & bdg, 3000 48 18 4 horses, 300 17300 277 67
Paige, W. P. Parker, John M.
1 poll, 100 la land & bdg, 2700
%a land & bdg, 2000 Baldwin place, 900 3600 51 79
9%a Nichols & Parker, Charles S.
Johnson land, 400 1 poll, 100
5 horses 200 2700 42 47 4 1/0a Ind & bdg, 3000
Pattee, Pliilo, heira 150a land, Eaton
2a land & bdg, 1600 25 95 place, 1000
Pattee, W. P. 1 cow, 22 4122 66 16-
1 poll, 100 Parker, F. A.
y8a land & bdg, 500 1 poll, 100
1 horse, 90 la land & bdg, 3200
150 fowls, 75 765 12 34 1 horse, 70 3370 54 09
Pattee, P. W. Perkins, Burton
1 poll, 100 1 poll, 100 1 61
%a land & bdg, 1530 Prince, K. K.
1 horse, 60 1710 27 46 4a land & bdg, 600
Pattee, Arthur la on Church st. 250 S50 11 55
1 poll, 100 1 61 Pierce, Oliver B.
Prichard, G. \V. 1 poll, 100
VALUATION AND TAXES.
NAMES AND VALUATION. TotalVal'n.
Total
Tax.
NAMES AND VALUATION. TotalVal'n.
Total
Tax.
2a land & bdg, 2000
1
y2a land & bdg, 700 800 12 82
2a part Small pi, 600 Russell, A. W., heirs
65a Worthley Id, 400 14a land & bdg, 100 1 61
2y a Boyce land, 250 Root, John W.
4a" Bog- Mill pi, 250 1 poll, 100
1 horse, 100 y4a land & bdg, 950
stock in trade, 500 shop, 100 1150 18 4T
mill & mach'ry, 800 5000 77 99 Richards, Eliph., 2d
Pierce, A. J. 1 poll, 100
1 poll. 100 1 61 42a land & bdg, 4000
Pierce, C. K, Mrs. 79a Jones &
14a land & bdg, 400 6 42 Stinson land, 700
Piper, Peter 1 horse, 20
1 poll, 100 5 cows, 100 4920 76 52-
i/
8a land & bdg, 650 750 12 05 Eichards, Calvin
Phelps, A. J. 1 poll, 100
1 poll, 100 1 61 y4a land & bdg, 1400 1500 24 08-
Phelps, C. E. Richards, A. H.
1 poll, 100 1 poll. 100 1 61
3,4a land & bdg, 800 900 14 45 Richards, Fred L.
Poor, E. P. 1 poll, 100 1 61
ysa land & bdg', 1750 28 10 Richards, Eliphalet
Poor & Colby ysa land & bdg, 2500
%a land &'blk, 2800 1 horse, 90
iy3a Pattee land, 300 3100 49 76 stock in trade, 500
Poor & Bowen 100a land, near
2 polls, 200 Bog mill, 600
1 horse, 70 ya land & bdg,
stock in trade, 1000 1270 20 39 Nichols place, 1300
Poor, Fred H. Id on Church st., 600
iy4a Id, 2 house lots, 200 3 21 mill & mach'ry, 1000
Perley, N. H. y>a land & 2 cot-
1 poll, 100 tages, 1500
%a land & bdg, 1500 1600 25 99 2a hid & h'se s'th of
Paul, J. L. R. R., 250 8340 131 94-
1 poll, 100 Richards, M. F., Mrs.
34a land & bdg, 700 la land & bdg, 1450
2 horses, 90 890 14 28 30a Taggart Id, 350 1800 27 68:
Philbrick, Lorenzo H. Richards, X. L.
1 poll, 100 1 poll, 100
40a land & bdg, 2100 3%a lnd & bdg, 1700
1 horse, 50 l-8a 1, % Day pi, 750
1 cow, 28 2 horses', 100
money at int, 250 2528 40 5S 2 cows, 4S 269S 44 3d
Philbrick, Wm. H. Richards, Nelson
1 poll, 100 3a land & bdg, 300 4 S2-
1 horse, 50 Richards, W. B.
1 cow, 20 1 poll, 100
money at int., 150 320 5 07 20a land 126
Proctor, Susan, Miss 3 cows, 56
house lot. . 100 1 61 2 other stock, 30 312 3 92
Russell, H. W. Richards, Ellen, Mrs.
1 poll, 100 45a land & bdg, 1000 12 55
VALUATION AND TAXES.
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Richards. T. W., heirs
*
1 cow, 22 672 S 43
la land & bdg, 2350 Rowe, Miss
15a P. Little Id, 1300 y8a land & bdg, 800 12 S4
34a land & bdg, 2400 Roberts, Joseph
y2a land & bdg, 1000 1 poll, 100 1 61
i/
8a Id & b on North Stowell, Lyman, Mrs.
Mast street, 800 1 Precinct bond, 1000 16 05
y8a Id & b on Ch'rch Stowell, C. E.
street, 700 1 poll, 100
37a S. Rich'ds It, 222 y8a land & bdg, 900 1000 16 05
2 horses, 190 Stowell, Caleb
5 cows, 130 9092 145 17 1 poll, 100
Richards, Rob., heirs 50a land & bdg, 900
5%a land & bdg, 900 11 30 1 horse, 30
Richards, Curtis T. 2 oxen, 70
1 poll, 100 4 cows, 80 1180 14 S2
house, 400 Snow, E. S.
1 horse, 60 1 poll, . 100 1 61
mill & inach'ery, 700 1260 20 21 Snow, Arthur
Richards, Will H. 1 poll, 100 1 61
1 poll, 100 Seeton, Edward
money at int. 400 500 8 03 1 poll, 100 1 61
Richards, C. H., 2d Seeton, A. P.
1 poll, 100 1 poll, 100
7a land & bdg, 1100 1200 18 21 4 a land, 150
Richards, Herbert 1 horse, 40 290 4 13
1 poll, 100 Safford, Natt T.
y8a land & bdg, 500 600 9 63 1 horse, 80 1 28
Richards, Day & Stinson, B. P.
Condon 1 poll, 100 1 61
y8a land, shoeshop, Sargent, A. J.
& machinery, 1000 1 poll, 100
hs n'r shoeshop, 150 6Sa land & bdg, 2500
y2a Id & b, Sally 20a Tenney Id, 500
Richards pi, 1200 2350 37 73 2 horses, 50
Richards, Sam, Mrs. 7 cows, 168
y8 a, land & bdg, 600 9 63 stock in trade, 200 351S 54 42
Rowell, Wm. S. Sargent, Sarah, Mrs.
1 poll, 100 la land & bdg, 2400
%a land & bdg, 1200 1300 20 87 2 Prec't bds, 2000 4400 70 62
Rand, Edson L. Sargent, H. Mrs.
1 pod, 100 la land & bdg, 850 13 65
y2a land & bdg, 2000 Sargent, W. L.
tin shop, 1100 3200 51 37 1 poll, 100
Rand & Jenks ya lnd & store, 2
14a land, 350 "houses & blk, 3000
stock in trade, 1300 18 horses, 720
2 horses, 90 1740 27 93 3 cows, 60
Rvder, Willis T. 2 carriages, 100
1 poll, 100 stock in trade, 2500 6480 81 32
y8a land & bdg, 900 1000 16 05 Sargent, John W.
Rayner, A. B. 1 poll, 100
15a land & bdg, 650 1 horse, 80 180 2 89
VALUATION AND TAXES.
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Stevens, George B. 1 poll, 100 1 61
1 poll, 100 Swett, Eugene
V8a land & bdg\ 700 800 12 84 1 poll, 100 1 61
Stevens, Alfred, heirs Stokes, Edward
2a land & bdg, 1200 19 26 1 poll, 100
Stevens, F. H. la land & bdg, 950
1 poll, 100 1 61 1 horse, 50 1100 17 66
Saulpaug'h, B., heirs Scruton, G. P.
y4a land & 2 cot- 1 poll, 100 1 61
tages, 1300 20 87 Scruton, Philip
Sibley, Prescott M. 1 poll, 100 1 61
K., Mrs. Small, John, Mrs.
y4a land & bdg, 2200 35 31 house, 200 3 21
Sibley, A. B. Swinson, Carl
1 poll, 100 1 61 1 poll, 100 1 61
Saxton, James B. Stark, L. H. & W. F.
1 poll, 100 y3a land & bdg, 1200 19 26
y3a land & bdg, 750 850 13 65 Union Electric Co. •
Story, Alfred, heirs 40a land, 1600 20 96
V2a land & bdg, 2400 Tibbetts, S. K.
5~Prec't bnds, 5000 1 poll, 100
money at int., 1235 8635 138 61 %a land & bdg, 700 800 12 S4
Story, John W. Taggart, D. A.
1 poll, 100 4a land & bdg, 5200
y3a land & bdg, 1400 25a sprout Id, 250 5450 87 48
30a cedar sw'mp, 300 Tibbetts, John E.
^10a on High st, 300 1 poll, 100 1 61
1 horse, SO Tolford, De Witt C.
money at int., 1869 1 poll, 100
stock in trade, 500 4549 71 98 y4a land & bdg, 490 590 9 4S
Story, George M. Upton, Samuel
1 poll, 100 y2a land & bdg &
y2a land & bdg, 1400 house lot, 2550
1 horse, 60 1560 25 15 y4a Lyman pi, 1200
Sumner, Otis P. 1 horse, 20 3770 60 51
1 poll, 100 Upton, Samuel, guar-
y,a land & bdg, 1800 dian
1 horse, 60 money at interest, 2000 32 10
stock in trade, 1300 3260 52 32 Upham, Charles A.
Stark, L. H. 1 poll, 100
y,a land & bdg, 2550 67a land & bdg, 1650
1 horse, 80 1 horse, 50
1 carriage, 70 2700 43 34 4 cows, 88
Stark, Henry 1 other stock, 14 1902 23 8S
1 poll, 100 1 61 Vance, J. F.
Stark, Frank K. 1 poll, 100
1 poll, 100 1 61 14a land & bdg, 850
Stark, F. L. 1 horse, 40 990 15 33
1 poll, 100 1 61 Worthley, F. S.
Smith, H. H. 1 poll, 100 1 61
1 poll, 100 Woodbury, George S.
stock in trade, 1200 1300 20 87 1 poll, ' 100
Swett, James W. y8a land & bdg, 600 700 11 24
VALUATION AND TAXES.
Total Total Total TotalNAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n. Tax. NAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n. Tax.
Woodbury, Levi P. %a land & bdg, 1800 28 91
1 poll, 100 1 Gl White, E. H., Mrs.
Warren, Geo., heirs la land & bdg, 1000 16 05
14a land & bdg, 950 Weeks, William H.
1 Prec't bond, 1000 33a land & barn, 500
money at int. 500 2450 39 33 2 horses, 80
Warren, J. A., Miss 1 cow, 24 604 7 94
money at interest 200 3 21 Weeks, W. II., Mrs.
Warren, Josiah y4a land & 2-3 bdg, 1400 22 48
i/
2a land & bdg, 1500 24 09 Weeks, George
Warren, Jane, Miss 1 poll, 100 1 61
money at interest, 400 6 43 Watson, Willard
Whipple, C. A. -60a land & bdg, 600 7 53
1 poll, 100 Watson, J. W.
24a land & bdg, 2200 1 horse, 20
1 horse, 50 1 cow, 22 42 55
1 cow, 20 2370 38 44 Watson, M. L.
Whipple, J. L., 2d 1 poll, 100 1 26
1 poll, 100 Wyatt, Thomas
3/
ta land & bdg, 1500 1600 25 70 14a land, house lot 80 1 28
Whipple, C. II. Wakefield, F. E.
1 poll, 100 1 poll, 100 1 61
%a land & bdg, 900 Wentworth, H. H.
1 horse, 50 1050 16 86 1 poll, 100 1 61
Weston, B. J., Mrs. Young, Henry E.
y2house & land SOO 12 84 1 poll, 100
Whittemore, Joseph %a land & bdg, 950
1 poll, 100 1 horse, 40 1090 17 49
%a land & bdg, 1700 1800 29 24 %
Whittemore, Albert District No. 2.
1 poll, 100
%a land & bdg, 1800 1900 30 52 Carr, E. P. & C. B.
Whittemore, W. W. 25a Bobie land, 300 3 26
1 poll, 100 Carter, Alice, Miss
33a land & bdg, 800 900 14 14 60a A. J. Pierce
Whittemore, Frank place, 1200
1 poll, 100 1 61 2 horses, 80
Wyman, Charles F. 5 cows, 100 1380 15 OS
1 poll, 100 1 61 Brown, Hamilton
Wyman, Fred 1 poll, 100 1 09
l"poll, 100 1 61 Dodge, John G., h'rs
Whitney, A., Mrs. 372a home farm, 4000 43 40
y2a land & bdg, 700 11 24 Gatz, E.
Wnitney, John, Mrs. 1 poll, 100
y>a land & bdg, 750 12 05 130a Koby pi, 3200
Wicom, H. B. 3 horses, 200
la land & bdg & 11 cows, 244 3744 40 62
Merrill pasture, 250 3 84 Eaton, George M.
White, C. F. 34a Bichardson Id, 340 3 69
1 poll, 100 Jones. Peter
2a land & bdg & 11a Bobie land, 300 3 26
hen house, 1 300 1400 22 48 Orr, Samuel
White, G. N., heirs 1 15a, 150 1 63;
VALUATION AND TAXES.
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Shirley, E. L. &. E. C.
60a J. Ferson pi,
Shirley, Dan., heirs






100a Peirce pi, 900
2 horses, 100
2 cows, 44



























8 cows, 192 49!
Bartlett, Henry E.
1 poll, 100
30a Shirley land, 200
10a home place, 1050
3 horses, 200
2 cows, 48 :
Cram, Joseph, heirs







































70a & hotel, 6000
42a Aiken land, 700























252a home pi, 7000
200a Eoberts pi, 3000
90a Sargent pi, 2500




































Total Total Total TotalNAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n. Tax. NAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n Tax.
138a home pi & mt. Upham, Charles A.
land, 3500 35a Moore land, 350 3 80
2 horses, 100 Upham, George
. 17 cows, 408 1 poll, 100 1 09
1 other stock, 30 4138 44 90 Yeaw, N. H.
Bobertson & Shirley money at int. 300 3 26
22a sprout land, 200 2 17
Begner, Nelson, Mrs District No. 4.
la & house, 500 5 43
Eichards, Abram Adderson, S. J. & A.
1 poll, 100 123a homestead, 2500
65a home pi & 6 cows, 120 2620 28 42
sprout land, 550 Aiken, S. O.
1 horse, 26 30a sprout land, 360 3 90
2 cows, 34 Aiken, E. B.
1 colt, 30 740 8 04 30a sprout land, 360 3 90
Shirley, E. C. Fletcher, Jesse
1 poll, 100 1 poll, 100
1 horse, 100 125a Sam Barnard
1 carriage, 74 place, 2100
stock in bank, 580 S54 9 26 5 horses, 250
Shirley, E. L. 7 cows, 150 '2600 28 23
1 poll, 100 Currier, G. W.
225a home pi, S000 1 horse, 30 33
4 horses, 200 George, A. H.
18 cows, 432 7a sprout land, 70 76
6 other stock, 72 Handley, Peter
money at int., 700 10a sprout land, 90 9S
35a Gage Id, 300 9S04 106 28 Hazen, J. E.
Shirlev, William 1 poll, 100 1 09
1 poll, 100 Hazen, A. J.
150a home pi, 1350 1 poll, 100
2 cows, 44 1494 16 21 115a home pi, 2500
Shirlev, Moses G. 3 horses, 150
1 poll, 100 1 09 10 cows, 240
Shirley, William E. 2 other stock, 20 3010 32 66
1 poll, 100 1 09 Kennedy, J., heirs
Johnson, S. D. 80a timber & til
150a Dan Shirley pi, 3600 39 06 lage land, 2300 21 7(3
Shirlev, Dan, estate Kendrick, E. W.
100a Moore Id, 600 1 poll, 100
200a jNTutt sw'p, 200 soo 8 8S 75a home pi, 1500
Shepard, Frank 3 horses, 200
65 sheep, 100 1 09 5 cows, 116 1916 20 79'
Shirlev, James McDonald, Gove
1 poll, 100 1 09 1 poll, 100
Shonyo, Fred J. 1 horse, 50
1 poll, 100 2 other stock, 40 190 2 00.
3 horses, 200 McDougall, Ira &
14 cows, 196 James
1 other stock, 26 522 5 67 2 polls, 200
Hammond, James H. 137a home *pl, 3000
1 poll, 100 1 09 3 horses, 160
VALUATION AND TAXES.
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40a Dunlap pi, 600
6a sprout land, SO
McDougall, Wm.
1 poll, 100


















3 other stock, 36
Bumwell, David
1 poll, 100
20a home pi, 1000
1 horse, 40
1 cow, 22




li/oa & house, 250





28a Buswell p, 330
20a McAllister p, 250





































































21a & bdg, 1000
1 horse, 30
1 cow, 24
Dow, S. J., heirs
70a old place, 1200
60a S. J. Dow p, 1500















































Total Total Total TotalNAMES AND VALUATION.
Val'n. Tax. NAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n. Tax
1 horse, 30 1130 12 27 stock in trade, S00 12286 133 31
Drinkwater, A. W. Kemp, Sidney J.
1 poll, 100^ 1 09 1 poll, 100 1 09
Derbyshire, S. r. Keudrick, J. H.
1 poll, 100 1 09 1 poll, 100 1 09
Emerson, H. W., Mrs Joerge, P. S.
15a & h'mest'd, 2500 1 poll, 100 1 09
1 horse, 30 Jackson, George
3 cows, 60 2590 28 10 20a & bdg, 1200 13 02
Farrow, Sidney Johnson, H. H., Mrs.
y8a & house, 100 1 09 3a & house, 500 5 43
Fellows, George w. Koepler, Paul
1 poll, 100 1 poll, 100 1 09
4a & bdg, 1000 Kimball, Henry H.
1 horse, 30 1 poll, 100
1 cow, 22 45a home pi, 2700
4 sheep, 12 1164 12 64 3 horses, 140
Joos, Emile 2 cows, 40
1 poll, 100 1 09 1 other stock, 10
Gagnon, Arthur 70 fowls, 35 3025 32 83
1 poll, 100 Kimball, H. H, Jr.
la & bdg, 200 300 3 26 1 poll, 100 1 09
Gotlin, Marsell Kimball, E. C. H.
1 poll, 100 V 1 poll, 100 1 09
1 horse, 50 Lamore, Lawrence
2 cows. 4S 198 2 15 1 poll, 100 1 09
Holt, Arthur E. Libby, H. K.
1 poll, 100 1 poll, 100
4 horses, 160 1 horse, 100 200 2 17
4 cows, 88 Roche, Alphonse
S sheep. 24 372 4 03 1 poll, 100 1 09
Hammel, Edward Scholl, John 1 09
1 poll, 100 1 poll, 100
3a & bdg, 300 Scheeler, Leander
1 other stock, 10 410 4 45 1 poll, 100 1 09
Hamil, Fred Order St. Benedict
1 poll, 100 80a and house, 3500
3a & house, 200 300 3 26 6a Dudley Id, 400
Hibbart, Joseph 35a G Worthley
1 poll, 100 place, 3500
3a & house, 300 4 horses, 360
1 horse, 20 420 4 55 6 cows, 130 7890 85 61
Hibbart, Lawrence Ostendas of Bone-
1 poll, 100 venture
2a & house, 200 300 3 26 1 poll, 100 1 09
Hillsboro' County Russell, F. C.
300a farm, S500 1 poll, 100
13 horses, 1200 i/2a & house, 1400 1500 16 23
6 oxen, 300 Plummer, Gilman
34 cows, 1000 112a home pi, 4000
2 other stock, 36 5 horses, 360
25 hogs, 250 8 cows, 192
2 carriages, 200 1 other stock, 16
VALUATION AND TAXES.
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4 hogs, 50 4618 50 11 1 poll, 100
Plummer, Walter G. 65a home pi, 3000
1 poll, 100 1 09 2 horses, 140
Pennock, Ira W. 3 cows, 74
1 poll, 100 1 other stock, 16 3330 36 14
4a & bdg, 2500 Thomas, John
2 horses, 150 1 poll, 100
1 cow, 26 2776 30 12 l-3a & house, 550
Perault, Napoleon 1 horse, 90 740 8 03
31a & house, 1500 16 2S Randall, E. C.
Provench'r, Lewis, h's 1 poll, 100 1 09
20a & house, 600 6 51 Weagh, Robert J.
Roy, Edward 1 poll, 100 1 09
1 poll, 100 Watson, Willard
%a & house 300 400 4 34 1 poll, 100 1 09
Rov, John Wyman, Calvin, h'rs
1 poll, 100 120a home pi, 3100 33 64
%a & house, 300 400 4 34 Wyman, Byron H.
Roy, Regis 1 poll, 100
1 poll. 100 SOa Plummer 1, 2000
2a house & blk, 800 2 horses, 100
1 horse, 60 960 10 42 9 cows, 208
Robertson, C. A. 100 fowls, 50
1 poll, 100 1 09 stock in trade, 450 2908 31 56
Rov, Fred
1 poll, 100 District No. 7.
10a & house, 800
1 horse, 30 Blaisdell, Wm. J.
1 cow, 24 1 poll, 100
2 hogs, 20 974 10 57 15a & bdg, 1000
Rov, Peter 2 horses, 80
1 poll, 100 1 09 1 cow, 20 1200 13 02
Stevens, Darius W. Blaisdell, Gilman I.
1 poll, 100 1 poll, 100
50a home pi, 900 19a & bdg, 850
2 horses, 40 1 horse, 30 980 10 64
5 cows, 110 Banks, George A.
2 other stock, 50 1200 13 02 1 poll, 100 1 09
Terrill, Alb't & Laura Russell, Alice, Mrs.
66a home pi, 3000 13a J. J. Baily p, 400
2 horses, 80 1 horse, 40 440 4 78
8 cows, 192 Bartlett, Ira
1 other stock, 10 1 poll, 100 1 09
8a pasture, 350 3632 39 41 Carter. Henry
Terrill, Albert S. 1 poll, 100
1 poll, 100 1 09 y2a Choate pi, 50
Terrill, C. H. 3 horses, 150
1 poll, 100 2 oxen, 80
133a & bdg, 5200 1 cow, 22
5 horses, 400 1 other stock, 10
18 cows, 432 6132 66 53 1 sheep, 4 416 4 51
Terrill, Irvin Colburn, Ernest D.
1 poll. 100 1 09 1 poll, 100
Terrill, Jesse W. 40a Cilley pi, 500
VALUATION AND TAXES.






1 other stock, 12 656 7 12
Dallas, Eobert
1 poll, 100 1 09
Eaton, George M.
22a Wood land, 450 4 89
Flanders, Charles A.
1 poll, 100 1 09
Flanders, C. A. &
Helen
30a wood land, 1000 10 85
Flanders, Helen, Miss
GOa home pi, 2500 27 13
Flanders, S. L. & C.A.
28a sprout land, 200' 2 17
Greer, Benj., heirs
38a Roberts land, 800 8 68
Greer, Luther B.
1 poll, 100
45a & bdgs, 1900
1 horse, 20
3 cows, 70 2090 22 68
Hadley, Edward A.
1 poll, 100







1 other stock, 10
9 sheep, 28 4712 51 12
106a H. Blaisdell Id, 1700 18 45
Langlev, Walter F.
1 poll* 100
i^a Merrill Id, 150 250 2 71
Merrill, John W.
1 poll, 100
7a & bdgs, 400
2 horses, 50 550 5 97
Pattee, Peter W.
20a wood land, 300 3 26
Poor, Trad
18a home place, 1650
4 horses, 200
9 cows, 234 2084 22 61
Poor, Tiiton M.
1 poll, 100 1 09
Pollard, Charles E.
1 poll, 100
195a home pi, 3000
NAMES AND VALUATION. TotalVal'n.
Total
Tax.
14a & house, 550





Poor, W. C, Mrs.





la & house, 600
"Robertson & Wells
mill,





5a & house, 400







money at int., 15800











34a & bdg, 850
Worthley, B., Mrs.
20a pasture & field,
Wells, Herbert M.
1 poll, 100
54a Farley pi, 2500
Wells, David
237a home pi, 5500
2 oxen, 120
8 cows, 208






































Total Total Total TotalNAMES AND VALUATION.
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85a home pi, 1100 205a home pi, 4700
1 horse, 30 3 horses, 150
3 cows, 72 1302 14 13 2 oxen, 100
Williams, Arthur 7 cows, 154
1 poll, 100 2 other stock, 20 5224 56 68
li,4a Blaisdell pi, 150 250 2 91 Clough, Orin T.
Warriner, George 1 poll, 100
1 poll, 100 5Sa home pi, 1700
100a home pi, 2400 47a Jones pi, 450
2 horses, 150 2 horses, 60
9 cows, 216 2866 31 10 2 oxen, 80
Williamson, George 4 cows, 88 2478 26 89
1 poll, 100 1 09 Cleveland, C. A.
Wells, David, Mrs. 60a home pi, 1300
Sa & house, 300 3 26 3 horses, 120
Williams, Henry L. 5 cows, 120 1540 16 71
1 poll, 100 Cleveland, Fred
20a Betsey Moore 1 poll, 100 1 09
place, 350 Fuller, Frank
2 horses, 76 1 poll, 100 1 09
4 cows, 96 622 6 75 Fuller, Frank, Mrs.
Young, C. Edward 14a & bdg, 400 4 34
30a J. W. Merrill Flanders, Edwin
place, 700 85a sprout land, 400 4 34
1 horse, 40 740 8 03 47 sprout land, 300 3 26
Young, C. Elmer Greer, B. F.
1 poll, 100 14a Kimball land, 100 1 09
1 horse, 40 140 1 52 Greer, Benj., heirs
33 l-3a, 2-3 part of
District No. S. Boberts land,
Greer, John
600 6 57
Ayer, War'n & Carrie 16 2-3a, 1-3 part of
133a home pi, 4900 Roberts land, 300 3 26
2 oxen, 70 Harris, Henry H.
4 cows, 88 5058 54 88 22a Poor & Kimball
Ayer, Warren land, 220 2 38
1 poll, 100 1 09 Hoyt, Thomas B.
Barrett, Herbert L. 50a & bdg, 1600 17 36
1 poll, 100 Hoyt, Henry J.
37a & bdg, 850 1 poll, 100
1 horse, 40 990 10 74 39a & bdgs, 1750
Beard, H. M. 2 horses, 80
1 poll, 100 4 cows, 8S 2018 21 39
30a, % home pi, 650 Jones, Abbie S.
iy2 horses, 72 97a home pi, 2000
2y2 cows, 60 882 9 57 2 horses, 60
Beard, T. M., Mrs., 9 cows, 190
heirs 3 other stock, 45 2295 24 92
30a, y2 home pi, 650 Lakeman, L.
% horse, 46 1 poll, 100 1 09
2y2 cows, 60 756 8 21 Lockhead, Jas., Mrs.
Colby, Francis 0. l^a & bdgs, 250 2 71
1 poll, 100 Lockhead, James
VALUATION AND TAXES.
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2a & bdg, 260
Robertson, G. F.
12a Merrill pi, 200























150a Id & bdgs, 3000
2 horses, 90
8 cows, 192
1 other stock, 12
District No. 9.
Aiken, Alvin R., h'rs





























1 29 Burns, Soph'nia, Miss
la land & bdg, 900
money at int. 500
Batchelder, Leroy
5a land & bdg,








%a land & bdg, A.
Little place,
Colby, Jerome, heirs
3 90 l%a land & bdg,
Cunningham, H. C.
1 poll,' 100
j 20a land & bdg, 1300
1 horse, 40
i >9 Colby, Alvah, heirs
J. H. Copp place, .






11a land & bdg,
Davis, Abiel, heirs















5a land & bdg, 2400
mill & mach'ry, 6600
4 horses, 200
25a land & bdg, Har-
vey place, 1300
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depot, 500 11000 119 36 Greer, John E.
Eaton, George M. 1 poll, 100
1 poll, 100 la land & bdg, 850
30a land & bdg, 2000 2 horses, 60
1 horse, 20 2 cows, 46
4 cows, 84 2204 23 87 6 hogs, 60 1116 12 11
Eaton, George L. Greer, John E.
1 poll, 100 35a pasture, 450 4 89
1 horse, 80 180 1 96 Greer, Benj., Mrs.
Emerson, H. A., Miss 3 cows, 72 78
la land & bdg, 1450 Greer, Benj., heirs
1 horse, 26 110a lnd & bdg, 3000
money at int. 300 1776 19 27 15a pasture, 150 3150 34 18
Elanders, M. A., Mrs Greer, B. F.
stock in banks, 500 1 poll, . 100
money at int. 3250 3750 40 69 2 cot'ges & mill, 1100
Flanders, Edwin 5 horses, 200 1400 15 19
18a land & bdg, 1700 Greer, B. F.
2 horses, 90 store & part of Mer-
4 cows, 92 1S82 20 54 rill house, 700 7 69
Flanders, Sarah, Miss Greer, L. H.
i/
2a land & bdg, 800 1 poll, 100
stock in banks, 500 V3a land & bdg, 500 600 6 51
money at int. 1950 3250 35 26 Greer, Henry E.
Flanders, C. A. & 1 poll, 100 .
Helen 2 land & bdg. 400
50a wood & timber 1, 1200 13 02 3y3a Har'man p, 200
Frost, Wilbnr 1 horse, 90
1 poll, 100 1 09 1 cow, 20
George. Arthur 1 sheep, 2 812 8 81
1 poll, 100 1 09 Greer, Albert E.
George, C. F. 1 poll, 100
y2a land & bdg, 850 9 22 y2a land & bdg, 500
George, S. E., Mrs. money at int, 550 1150 12 4S
3a land & bdg. 700 7 60 Greer, A. G. & J. E.
George, A. H. 6a land & bdg, C.
1 poll, 100 Lancaster place, 550 5 97
1 horse, 30 130 1 41 Greenwood, Wm. F.
George, C. F. & A. H. 1 poll, 100 1 09
5a land & barn, 250 2 71 Garland, John H.
George, Chas., heirs 1 poll, 100 1 09
90a land & bdg, 1500 16 28 Gould, Lewis H.
George, Leon'd, Mrs. 1 poll, 100
119a Id & bdg, 3000 6a land & bdg, 700
2 horses, 150 2 horses, 96
6 cows, 144 1 cow, 22 918 9 96
2 other stock, 20 3314 35 97 Gleason, Charles
Gilchrist, S. B. 1 poll, 100 1 09
1 poll, 100 Humphrey, Howard
140a Id & bdg, 2400 1 poll, 100
1 horse, 86 la land & bdg, 450 550 5 97
5 cows, 120 Hopkins, Wm. D.
-50 fowls 26 2732 29 65 1 poll, 100
VALUATION AND TAXES.



























mill & mach'ry, 250
Hopkins, W. D., Mrs.
85a land & bdg,
Hammond, W. H.
1 poll, 100
35a land & bdg, 1950
1 horse, 80
1 cow, 24
stock in trade, 200
Henry, Susan, Mrs.
y2a land & bdg,
Hunkins, George
1 poll, 100





%a land & bdg, 700
Hart, Peter, Mrs.




















Kidder, S. A., Mrs.
2a land & bdg,
Kelly & Lord
2 horses, 60
stock in trade, 400
Little, S. J., Mrs.
8 l-3a land & bdg
Little, B. M., Miss








Merrill, N. V., Mrs.
la land & bdg,
Merrill, S. J.




15a land, past're, 300
1 horse, 70
1 cow. 16
Merrill, H. S., Mrs.
%a land & bdg,
Merrill, J. L.
1 poll, 100
%a land & bdg, 200
Merrill, C. L.
1 poll, 100
y2a land & bdg, 350
Merrill, N. S., heirs
20a land & bdg, 750
1 cow, 22
Merrill, N. S., h'rs
20a intervale land,
Manning, R. W.





105a Id & bdg, 2900
3 horses, 120
15 cows, 346
2 other stock, 26
Martin, M. A., Miss
iy3a Ian & bdg,
Martin, A. D., Mrs.








26a land & bdg,
Poor, William H.
1 poll, 100
































NAMES AND VALUATION. TotalVal'n.
Total.





7 cows, 168 80a land & bdg, 1400
1 other stock, 12 3960 42 96 1 horse, 26
Poor, Lizzie, Miss 2 cows, 40
la land & bdg, 1000 1 other stock, 10 1576 17 10
money at int., 600 1600 17 36 Shepard, Rob., heirs
Poland, William C. 12a land & bdg, 900 9 77
5a land & bdg, 1200 13 02 Shepard, Charles E.
Putney, Frank G. 1 poll, 100
1 poll, 100 1 09 1 horse, 50 150 1 63
Roberts, Eli P., heirs Shepard, Alfred K.
45a land & bdg. 1600 17 36 1 poll, 100
Roberts, John G. 1 horse, 50 150 1 63
1 poll, 100 Sawyer, Clement
71a land & bdg, 2000 1 poll, 100
1 horse, 50 60a land & bdg, 1500
50a, part of Roberts 1 horse, 50
land, 1000 2 cows, 46 1696 18 41
3 cows, 72 3222 35 96 Spencer, Charles
Roberts, Wesley 1 poll, 100
1 poll, 100 1 09 68a land & bdg, 2000
Roberts, E. W. 3 cows, 72 2172 23 57
1 poll, 100 1 09 Spencer, Arthur C.
Richards, George K. 1 poll, 100
140a Id & bdg, 2600 money at int 800 900 9 77
2 horses, 60 Sheehan, James
7 cows, 162 2822 30 62 1 poll, 100
Richards, Alfred F. 40a sprout land, 200 300 3 26
1 poll, 100 Sanford, Alvah
160a lnd & bdg, 1000 1 poll. 100 1 09
1 horse, 76 Swett, E. B.
3 cows, 72 1248 13 54 1 poll, 100
Richards, Estell L. %a land & bdg, 1050
1 poll, 100 1 09 2 horses, 150 1300 14 11
Richardson, James Sweetser, F. L.
1 poll, 100 1 poll. 100 1 09
1 horse, 30 130 1 41 Teel, Samuel, heirs




44a land & bdg, 1600 42a land & bdg, 1700
1 hors'e, SO 2 horses, 40
4 cows, 96 1876 20 35 4 cows, 88
Stevens, J. S. money at int., 600 2428 26 34
6%a land & bdg, 950 10 31 Towle, S. V.
Stevens, B. F. 1 horse, 20
123a Id & bdg, & 7a 2 oxen, 80
sprout land, 3056 stock in trade, 300 400 4 34
2 horses, 100 Varnum, James M.
8 cows, 192 120a lad & bdg, 2100
1 other stock, 12 3360 36 46 1 horse, 20
Stevens, F. P. 5 cows, 100 2220 24 08
1 poll, 100 1 09 Woodbury, Gilman
Shepard, R. T. S. 1 poll, ' 100




NAMES AND VALUATION. TotalVal'n.
Total

















Whitney. E. & G. E.
1 poll, 100















ysa land & bdg, 300
Woodbury & Eaton
55a pasture,
Wells, B. A., Miss
la land & bdg,
Manahan, James













































Hazen, B. & C. H.
1 poll, 100
110a lnd & bdg, 3800









tha & heirs of
Eliza Hadley
85a Smith land,
Johnson, E. & F.
25a Parker Id, 350
6a Richards Id, 150
Jameson, George
1 poll, 100
y2a land & bdg, 150
Kidder, Samuel
40a field & spro't 1,
Kidder, Luther
18a land & bdg, 500
1 cow, 26
Kidder, George W.









5% a land & bdg,
Kidder, Bradley
1 Poll, 100
1 58 1 horse, 20
Kidder, Frank
1 poll, 100
4 other stock, 80
9 Lantry, Joseph
1 poll, 100





74a land & bdg, 2700
10a Kidder Id, 200
1
1


































NAMES AND VALUATION. TotalVal'n.
Total
Tax.
5 cows, 120 3110 31 58 Richardson, Oscar L.
Martin, F., Mrs. 1 poll, 100
40a land & bdg, 900 9 77 8a land & bdg, 500
Martin, Henry F. 1 horse, 20
1 poll, 100 1 cow, 16 636 6 90
1 horse, 20 Richards, M. F., Mrs.
4 cows, 96 216 2 34 50a land & bdg, 2900
Martin, V. B. la Whipple pi, 550 3450 37 34
1 poll, 100 Richards, J. A. .. J
170a Id & bdg, 5500 1 poll, 100
40a Kidder Id, 600 4 horses, 250
6 horses, 300 10 cows, 200 '^
2 oxen, 90 1 other stock, 14 564 6 12
19 cows, 440 Stiles, J. H.
7 other stock, 70 1 poll, 100
2 sheep, 6 7106 77 11 94a land & bdg,
Merrill, M. A. Pattee place, 3300
2%a land & bdg, 300 3 26 5 horses, 450
Morgrage, A. J. 5 cows, 130
13a land, 114 1 24 1 other stock, 12
Perley, J. Q. 2 sheep, 8 4000 43 40
1 poll, 100 Sargent, Lewis, heirs
50a land & bdg, 1600 60a Wood land, 750
2 horses, 170 62a Storv, Richards,
5 cows, 120 1990 21 59 McAllister, & Ste-
Perley, George H. vens land, 800
1 poll, 100 1 09 20a Wm. Rich-
Perley, John A. ards Id, 230 1780 20 22
1 poll, 100 1 09 Sargent, Sarah, Mrs.
Pattee, J. B. 18a P. Little land, 700 7 60
money at interest, 1000 10 85 Sargent, A. J.
Pattee, George 20a Pattee land, 300 3 26
1 poll, 100 Story, Alfred, heirs
125a lnd & bdg, 4400 26a Mine Hill &
4 horses, 150 other land, 1250 13 56
11 cows, 264 Tennev, George
5 other stock, 50 1 poll, 100
money at int., 1000 5964 64 71 12a land & bdg, 500 600 6 51
Parker, D. A. & Son Tenney, Frank
20a Hadley land, 200 2 17 1 poll, 100
Parker, Granville 17a Hadley land, 100
1 poll, 100 1 horse, 20
42a land & bdg, 1200 4 cows, 96 316 3 43
3 cows, 66 Town, George W.
1 other stock, 10 1376 14 93 22a land & bdg, 650
Parker, George 1 horse, 76
1 poll, 100 1 09 1 cow, 24 750 8 14
Paige, I. J. Warden, Will
10a field & pasture, 376 4 09 1 poll, 100 1 09
Paige, W. P. Whipple, Charles A.
14a sprout land, 114 1 24 21a Ross & Had-
Poor, Herbert E. ley land, 160 1 73
10a Story land, 350 3 80 Whipple, A. M., Mrs.
VALUATION AND TAXES.
Total Total Total TotalNAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n. Tax. NAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n. Tax.
62a land & bdg, 1500 15a land & bdg, 800
1 horse, 76 1 horse, 40 940 10 20
6 cows, 132 Cole
1 other stock, 14 1722 18 69 14a Hadley land, 180 1 96
Whipple, A. H. Emerson, B. F.
1 poll, 100 1 poll, 100
30a land & bdg, & 60a land & bdg, 800
Kidder place, 1400 1 horse, 20
20a Sligo land, 160 7 cows, 154
3 horses, 200 2 other stock, 20
17 cows, 390 1 sheep, 4 1098 11 92
2 other stock, 24 Foote, Walter C.
1 carriage, 50 2324 25 22 1 poll, 100
Whipple, W. H. 25a land & bdg, 900 i
1 poll, 100 1 horse, 30
7a Hadley land, 126 3 cows, 72 1102 11 96
3 horses, 120 346 3 76 Green, Charles
Whipple, W. H., Mrs. 1 poll, 100
12a Davis land, 800 8 68 1 horse, 20 120 1 30
Woodman, F. H. Gilman, George
1 poll, 100 1 poll, 100
63a land & bdg, 2000 1 horse, 30 130 1 41
2 horses, 140 Hoitt, John W.
6 cows, 120 1 poll, 100
1 other stock, 10 2370 25 72 190a Id & bdg, 3300
Waite, George E. 6 horses, 360
1 poll, 100 8 cows, 160
160a lnd & bdg, 3200 3 other stock, 30
2 horses, 140 35a Parker pi, 1600
13 cows, 260 money at int 600
2 other stock, 20 stock in trade; 900
1 sheep, 2 3722 40 49 mill & mach'ry, 800
Hadley, Sabra & M'ry
7850 85 17
District No. 11. 108a land & bdg,
Hadley, Wm., h'rs
2200 23 87
Avery, Charles C. 167a land & bdg, 8150 88 43-
1 poll, 100 Hadley, Chs. H., h'rs
50a land & bdg, 3300 of Eliza Hadley
3 horses, 120 40a "west of mill, 1100 11 94
9 cows, 220 Hadley, Charles H.
3 other stock, 36 3776 40 97 85a land & bdg, 1600
Bailey, J. E. 1 horse 70
1 poll, 100 1 cow, 40 1710 IS 45
100a Id & bdg, 1000 Hadlev, George P.
1 horse, 40 1 poll, 100
6 cows, 132 la land & bdg, 800
1 other stock, 12 1284 13 93 1 horse, 90 990 10 74
Brown, Albert R. Hadley, Nathaniel,
1 poll, 100 1 09 heirs
Brown, Henry 70a wood land, 910 9 88
1 poll, 100 1 09 Johonnett, E. L.
Colby. H. E. 15a land & bdg, 800
1 poll, 100 1 horse, 100
VALUATION AND TAXES.
NAMES AND VALUATION. TotalVaPn.
Total





3 cows, 66 966 1 poll, 100 1 09.
Mudge, C. K. 10 59 Whipple, Wm. E.
1 poll. 100 1 poll, 100
1 horse, 30 130 20a land & bdg, 400
Parker, J. M. 1 41 1 cow, 22 522 5' 67
2a land & bdg, 2500 Whipple, Wm. M.
3 horses, 200 1 poll, 100 1 09
1 cow, 36 Whipple, D. Everett
1 other stock, 16 1 poll, 100
money at int., 7000 9752 1 horse, 40 140 1 52
Parker, J. M., Mrs. 105 81
2a Goodwin pi, 650 District No. 12.
money at int., 8000 8650
Parker, D. A., heirs 93 85 Annis, Amos H., h's
2a land & bdg, 1800 90a land & bdg, 2100 22 79
Parker, Henry W. 19 57 Annis, Edward S.
1 poll, 100 1 poll. 100
Parker, J. M. & Olive 1 09 2 horses, 50
6Sa old p & intervale 6600 8 cows, 216
Parker, J. M. & D. A. 67 63 1 other stock, 26 392 4 25
la Gasper pi, 150 Colby, Alfred
40a Whitney pi, 1800 1 poll, 100
13a sprout id, 100 18a land & bdg, 600 700 7 60
stock in banks, 3988 Colby, Walter
stock in trade, 1500 1 poll, 100 1 09
mill & mach'ry, 800 8338 Comfort, Joseph
Parker, J. M. 91 09 1 poll, 100
25a George pi, 1000 36a land & bdg, 1300
Parker, C. S. & F. A. 10 85 2 horses, 50
86a N. Hadley pi, 800 2 cows, 48 1498 16 25
Paige, George W. 8 68 Flanders, F. B.
14a Whitney land, 45' 5a Haselton land, 76 82
Pierce, Z. T. 4 89 Gilmore, Joseph T.
1 poll, 100 1 poll, 100
80a land & bdg, 1900 55a land & bdg, 1500
3 horses, 200 12a McAllister 1, 150
7 cows, 168 2 horses, 80
2 other stock, 24 2392 5 cows, 110
Pierce, J. B. 25 95 1 other stock, 12 1952 21 IS
1 poll, 100 Haselton, James
1 horse, 50 150 1 poll, 100 1 09
Richards, J. A. 1 63 Hammond, C. H.
8a meadow, 100 1 poll, 100
Smith, C. E. 1 09 37a Poor land, 120
1 poll, 100 1 horse, 20
15a land & bdg, 1100 3 cows, 60 300 3 26
1 horse, 60 Hammond, M. A.,
3 cows, 66 1326 Mrs.
Smith, Melissa, Mrs. 14 39 89a land & bdg, 1400 15 19
15a Flanders Id, 250 Holt, William A.
Wyman, V. B. 2 71 5a sprout land, 40 44
2a land & bdg, 600 Little, S. W.
1 horse, 30 630 50a land & bdg, 2000
Wyman, Charles F. 6 84 60a McCoy place, 500
VALUATION AND TAXES.
NAMES AND VALUATION. TotalVal'n.
Total





5a Teel land, 100
1 horse, 18
8 cows, 170

























45a land & bdg, 2100
15a Merrill land, 300
.2 horses, 120
5 cows, 110




12a land & bdg, Pea-
coy p & Johns'n 1,
Phillips, F. H.
























Eichards, T. W., heirs













45a land & bdg, 1250
4y2 cows, 118
Union Electric Co.












































NAMES AND VALUATION. TotaVal'n.
Total





District No. 1. Webber, Orrin
6a sprout Id, 40 44
Bailey, Hannah, Mrs. Woodburjr, Gordon
y2a land & bdg, 400 6 43 120a land, Moore pi,
Brown, J. M., heirs Nutt land, 600 6 54
la land & bdg, 850 13 65
Cline, Benjamin District No. 4.
la house lot, 100 1 61
Dennison, Almon Dunlap, Joseph, h'rs
%a land & bdg, 1600 25 70 l%a land, 100 1 09
Davis, Daniel Dunlap, Robert, h'rs
y>a house lot, 100 1 61 60a wood land, 900 9 81
Green, Joseph Barnard, S. M.
y8a land & bdg, 3000 48 18 75a land, 1000 10 90
Morse, Edward C. McAllister, Wm., h'rs
y±a Id & 2 cottages, 1600 25 70 40a land, 450 4 90
Richards, Samuel Hickey, John
3a land, 80 1 00 4a land, 60 65
Starrett, Fannie,Mrs. Dunlap, J., heirs
y4a Id & 2 cottages, 1400 22 48 8a, 110 1 19
Taggart, Alexander Murphv
36a land, 800 11 79 la land & bdg, H.
White, Margaret & Tebbitts place, 400 4 34
Jennett Tibbitts, H., Mrs.
la land, house lot, 100 1 61 4a Wyman land, 150




32a, 250 2 71 Baker, Caroline, Mrs.
22a field & pasture, 950 10 31
District No. 3. Batchelder, G. W.
%a land, 126 1 37
David, J. Q. City of Manchester
6a land, 350 3 80 2%a land, 200 2 17
Ferrin, Ebenezer Caswell, W. S.
4a land, 100 1 09 ysa land. 40 44
Fuller, Charles S. Desona, Aduffe
y3a land & house, 2000 21 80 6a land, 300 3 26
Richardson, S., heirs Goodwin, W. H.
y4a land & bdg, 2000 4y>a land & paint
1 horse, 40 shop, 600
1 carriage, 76 2116 22 96 1 horse, 50
VALUATION AND TAXES.
NAMES AND VALUATION. TotalVal'n.
Total





1 COW, 22 672 7 29 10a wood land, 176 1 91
Jackscn, Marg't, Miss Wheeler, Christie
19y2 a, 1000 10 90 5a, 60 65
Judkins, J. J.
%a Id & pt house, 100 1 09 District No. 8.
Shirley & Kay
30a Kennard land 150 1 63 Annis, J. G., heirs
Lamprey, D. A. 19a land, 200 2 17
2y3a land, 200 2 17 Blaisdell, C. J.K.Mrs.
Leighton, George A. 65a land, 650 7 05
80a land & bdg, 3300 35 81 Brown, J. M., heirs
Mitchell, Philip 2a, 30 33
61a land & bdg, 1250 13 56 Ferson, D. S.
Poor, Frank N. 31a land, 200 2 17
8a sprout land 100 1 09 Gage, Wm. L., heirs
Johnson, W. D., Mrs., 46a land, 700 7 69
& Poor, F. N. Kimball, L., heirs
40a wood land, 700 7 60 56a K. land, 700
Penard, Edward 36a P. & K. land, 500 1200 13 OS
5a Tilcher pi, 1200 Kimball, Ed., h'rs
10a Pennock pi, 2000 3200 34 72 56a land. 700 7 62
Provencher, D., Mrs. Law, William
25a, 600 6 51 3a land, 60 65
Penard, Edward Ramsey, E. R., h'rs
house lot, 100 1 09 15a land, 250 2 71
Morgan, Dennis Taggart, J. G.
6a land, 250 2 71 70a land, 600 6 51
Eheault, Leopold
house lot, 100 1 09 District No. 9.
Sweeney, John
2a land, 200 2 17 Lancaster, S., Mrs.
Union Electric Co. 8a land & bdg, 400 4 34
67a land, 3000 32 55 Merrill, B. F.
Warriner, A., Mrs. 10a, 100 1 09
10a land, 300 3 26 Terrill, Frank
Wyman, E. A. 14a land, 122 1 33
l-6a Id & hen h'se 18 19 Whitney, Clarence




6a land & bdg, 150 1 63 Colby, W. H. & F. C.
Colby, Frank 16a land, 100 1 09
30a land, 450 4 89 Little, Henry P.
Colby, G. H., Mrs. 27a land, 850 9 22
158a D. Farmer 1, 1200 13 02 Dickey, Inez, Mrs.
Emery, A. J., Mrs. 58a sprout land &
30a land, 280 3 04 pasture, 600 6 51
Farmer, Daniel, h'rs
8a, 450 4 89 District No. 11.
Farmer Eliz'th, Miss
87a land, 100C 10 85 Wilson, H. C.
Mitchell, Joseph 2a, 150 1 63
8a wood land, 200 2 17 Emerson, J. R., h'rs
Pike, S. P. Via land & house, 200 2 17
16a land, 350 3 80 Kiiowlton, T. O.
Ray, John C. 74a land, 285 30 92
40a wood & tim Id 800 8 68 Simons, James





A remark often heard in Manchester.
Why?
Because we sell Dry
Goods at sensible
prices.
) Because we give your
money back for any








We will be glad to send you samples, or,
better stillf to see you in person.
The E. C. WESC0TT CO
855 and 857 Manchester, N. H.
816 to 820 ELM SXMAhlcHESTER
The Leading, Largest, and Lowest Priced House
Furnishers in New Hampshire.
While we do not keep the cheapest goods, although our prices are
considered the lowest, and if you consider quality, you can afford to
trade nowhere else. Think of this and come and see if it is not true.















We are Headquarters for Iron Beds.
We do not carry anything except enameled goods, no washed
beds in stock, and still we have one for $2.00. We also have
A Complete Line of Brass Beds, etc.,
Sideboards from $7.50 up, and the $7.50 sideboard has a beveled
mirror, a lined silver drawer, and is Solid Oak. Do not forget
Our Wall Paper Department.
White Blank Paper, full length rolls, 3 cents a roll, all new goods,
Borders and Moldings to match all papers.
Stoves, Ranges, and Tinware. We carry the celebrated " Quaker
Ranges," there are none better. Baby Carriages, Carpets and Rugs,
Crockery and Chamber Suits. We have an Oak- finished Chamber Suit for
$12.75 complete.
Please compare goods and prices and see for yourself. We do not believe the
people of Goffstown are looking for "shoddy" goods, if so we have not got
them, but have the genuine at shoddy prices. J&-*-"
1 §
Correspondence by mail solicited, no trouble to show goods.
Chas. A. Hoitt & Co., Manchester, N. H.
